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This research aims to study the position of marketing automation in B2B and its              

relationship with firm’s customer retention efforts. Besides the concepts of marketing           

automation and its functionalities, retention determinants and strategies are included          

to establish a linkage with automation. Previous literature reveals a noticeable gap in             

existing academia on the marketing automation construct, particularly its connection          

to the dimensions of customer relationship management such as retention.  

The empirical study employs qualitative research method conducting semi-structured         

interviews with seven industry experts. All participants are marketing experts with           

marketing automation experiences; six of them represent end-user’s perspective         

while one person provides consultant’s viewpoint. The interviews were recorded and           

transcribed for analysis using a five-step method including content observation,          

primary coding, pattern coding, theme development, and theme review. 

 

Results show marketing automation can have either tactical or strategical role in B2B             

firm; it can assist the whole customer life cycle however commonly begins with             

customer acquisition before retention goal. Five core functionalities of marketing          

automation and their benefits together with a confirmed set of retention determinants            

and strategies illustrate how marketing automation functionalities can support         

customer retention. Research outcomes confirm potential benefits of marketing         

automation for efficiency, process optimisation, and revenue; but also outline          

requirements companies must follow to realise said advantages. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

 

Advancement in communications and information technology in recent years has          

transformed the ways businesses and individual interact as well as they ways data             

is generated throughout their interactions. Business to business (B2B) marketers          

face with more complex customer lifecycle, a wider range of digital marketing            

channels, and an unprecedented volume of prospect and customer data (Brinker,           

Burka & Schoen 2015). Information technology (IT) developments present a          

solution via integration throughout marketing channels, aligning marketing and         

sales functionalities which traditionally has faced persistent conflicts. The         

integration allows better transition from marketing activities to sales’ follow-up          

practices toward customer relationship management while acquire deeper insights         

into customer data (Jävinen & Taininen 2015).  

 

Marketing automation (MA) as an IT tool has attracted increasing attention from            

enterprises recently, especially in B2B sector (Jävinen & Taininen 2015). It is seen             

as a solution for marketers dealing with the complexity brought by advanced            

means of communications. Automated software providers (e.g. Hubspot, Marketo,         

Pardot, Silverpop, Eloqua, etc.) claim that their products are all-in-one tool which            

brings together all customer information in a single integrated platform which           

enable companies to build a customer-oriented business from marketing through          

to sales, customer service, and business analysis. Assuming the claims are           

delivered, companies should be able to use marketing automation tools to support            

customer relationship management with both lead follow-up practises and existing          

customer interactions. The relevance of marketing automation is confirmed in          

Wiersema’s research (2013), interviews with 73 executives and 30 B2B          

researchers found that technological automation replacing marketers’ manual        

tasks is one of the key development in B2B sector. However, there is little              

academic research done on the topic of marketing automation (Jävinen & Taininen            

2015), especially regarding its benefits on customer relationship management.  
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From managerial perspective, results of this study becomes relevant to          

practitioners who wish to follow the apparent marketing automation trend in B2B            

sector. However, before deciding to invest in marketing automation, managers          

should weigh the needed resources and changes against potential values the tool            

can bring, particularly to a firm’s customer relationships. Further, companies gain           

proven advantages from customer retention, it is cheaper and sometimes more           

profitable than getting new customers, especially for B2B organisations (Murali et           

al. 2016). Hence positive influence of marketing automation on retaining          

customers is essential for practitioners. From theoretical point of view, a clear gap             

exists in literature calls for more academic researches on marketing automation.           

Especially it appears the relation between marketing technology and popular          

customer relational concepts has not been studied previously. This research,          

using an exploratory approach, could be a starting point connecting an           

increasingly popular marketing tool with highly relevant concepts in customer          

relationship management.  

 

1.2 Research objectives and questions  

 

This research studies the position of marketing automation in B2B and its potential             

effects on customer retention. The main objective is to evaluate marketing           

automation’s role in B2B organisations and to justify use of marketing automation            

platforms from customer relationship management perspective. Research findings        

should provide benefits and possibly implementation tactics of the technology,          

especially for customer retention purposes. Following is the main research          

question: 

What is the position of marketing automation and its relationship with           

customer retention in B2B organisations?  

 

The research also includes several sub-questions designed to clarify the main           

question. These are essential for the study to bridge between the two main             
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concepts - marketing automation and customer retention . The sub-questions are          

as following:  

● What are elements that affect customer retention in B2B companies? 

● What is the role of marketing automation in a B2B organisation? 

● What are the core functionalities of marketing automation and how do they            

assist managing customer relationship? 

● In what way can marketing automation be used to improve customer           

retention? 

 

1.3 Literature review and research gap 

 

This research paper reviews primarily literature on customer retention and          

marketing automation. The constructs of customer retention, its determinants and          

strategies are included to provide a common understanding on the subject.           

Theories on marketing automation phenomenon, its benefits, workflow, and most          

importantly functionalities are reviewed as the core of this research. General           

overview of B2B marketing and customer relationship management are introduced          

to install relevant contexts for the marketing technology. 

 

There are numerous studies on the subject of customer retention, academics           

interpret the phenomenon as an essential part of customer relationship          

management and relationship marketing, especially for B2B sector (Peng et al.           

2013, Viljoen et al. 2005, Winer 2001, Jahromi, A. T. et al. 2014, Ang & Buttle                

2006a, Godson 2009, p.70). Many authors have published on retention          

determinants and strategies. Customer loyalty, customer satisfaction, trust, value,         

service quality, and relationship commitment are all listed as retention          

determinants (Tamuliene & Gabryte 2014, Peng 2016, Gerpott et al. 2001,           

Gustafsson et al. 2005, Kim et al. 2004, Kim and Yoon 2004, Chen et al. 2001,                

Ranaweera & Prabhu 2003). Creating customer delight, adding perceived value,          

creating bonds, building customer engagement, customer care, personalisation,        

and monitoring customer relationship are strategies that firms can use to retain            
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customers (Buttle & Stan 2015, Godson 2009, Zeithlam & Bitner 1996, Blattberg et             

al. 2001, Kwon & Kim 2012, Winer 2001). Despite high level of interests and being               

a relatively developed subject in literature, the concept lacks a dominant           

framework and holds certain level of ambiguity (Gerpott et al. 2001). As the result,              

this paper reviews a number of resources to gather the most recognised factors             

and strategies from retention literature. These factors then used as foundation to            

develop a general framework for this study. Additionally reviewed literature          

demonstrates ways customer retention can be enhanced with use of CRM           

technology, including marketing automation (Buttle & Stan 2015). 

 

In contrast to literature on customer retention, academic researches done on           

marketing automation has been limited. There is great difference among author’s           

various definitions of marketing automation as a phenomenon, partly due to the            

varieties and complexity of the available technologies in current market. This           

research, however, limits marketing automation as a single platform provided by           

marketing software specialists at smaller scales to marketers, particularly B2B, for           

automating their process. It helps to attract, develop, and retain trust with prospect             

and current customers by automatically customise relevant and valuable         

information to meet specific demands (Järvinen & Taininen 2015). Marketing          

automation’s benefits (Buttle & Stan 2015) and workflow (Biegel 2009) are           

examined in literatures to provide complete understanding of the tool and its            

potentials. Marketing automation core functionalities are included as practical         

mean for companies to achieve any benefits. Because marketing automation          

vendors offer variety of functionalities, it is challenging to find a consistent list of              

automation functions among literatures. After reviewing different sources, five         

most common capabilities are identified (adopted from Digital Marketing Depot          

2015) to illustrate elements of marketing automation for next steps of in the study.  

 

The main research gap appears when looking for connection between marketing           

automation and customer retention, the lack of research even exists in the case of              

marketing automation effects on managing relationship with customer in general.          

The most relevant studies which support assumption that marketing automation          
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can assist retention efforts are found among industry publishes (Gleanster and           

Act-On 2015, Regalix 2015); however these type of studies may suffer from            

credibility issues and often offer purely general statistics. Recognising this          

research gap, the need for in depth research on this theme is compelling when              

investigating the emerging phenomenon. 

 

1.4 Key concepts and framework  

 

The two predominant constructs in this study are customer retention and           

marketing automation. Customer retention, for companies, is the maintenance of          

continuous business relationship with customers over the long term (Carter 2010;           

Buttle and Stan 2015, p.85; Gerpott et al. 2001). Retention could be defined             

simplistically as when “The customer continues to purchase the product or service            

over specified time period” for products with short purchase cycles, and when “The             

customer indicates the intention to purchase the product or service at the next             

purchase occasion” for products with long purchase cycles (Blattberg et al. 2001,            

p.68; Gerpott et al. 2001). Marketing automation combines technology and          

methodology to understand buyer intent, engage customers and prospects with          

personalised messages and content, trigger the release of messages based on           

customer behavior, and integrate the hottest leads to sales (Ginty et al. 2012). It              

involves a process of using a single software platform to attract, develop, and             

retain trust with prospect and current customers by automatically customise          

relevant and valuable information to meet specific demands (Järvinen and          

Taininen 2015).  

 

A general framework was developed for this paper based on numerous prior            

literature (see Figure 1). Due to the lack of coherent theories in literature scene on               

both core concepts marketing automation and customer retention, the author was           

forced to derive elements suggested by different authors in the creation of the             

framework. The two main parts of the framework are customer retention with its             

strategies and determinants and marketing automation’s capabilities. Each part         

contain independent elements as suggested in literature which could be          
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implemented by practitioners. Under customer retention, both determinants and         

activities are included as components which can enhance retention. While for           

marketing automation, five most common capabilities are included representing         

the tool. The framework suggests that marketing automation - with its capacities -             

can influence customer retention, either through the retention activities or its           

influencing factors. 

 

 

Figure 1: Graphic presentation of the general framework 

 

1.5 Research method and delimitations  

 

This research is classified as of exploratory nature, where qualitative data is            

selected as the mean of conduct. Marketing experts with marketing automation           

experiences were targeted as suitable candidates to collect the research’s primary           

data. Seven semi-structured interviews were carried out through a limited period of            
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time. The research participants are experienced marketers within the author’s          

network who agreed to contribute to this study. Among the interviewees, six            

people represented their own experience as marketing automation end-users,         

either with a current or former employer. One interviewee, as an expert consultant,             

offered his opinion from experiences helping B2B companies implementing the          

technology. The interviews were recorded and transcribed into text format; a           

five-step method was applied in analysing the data: read and review transcript,            

developing preliminary codes, refining pattern codes, determining basic themes,         

and examining the themes in transcripts thoroughly. Despite following a carefully           

process, several limitations were spotted concerning language barrier, error of          

communication channel, participant’s different backgrounds, and other restrictions        

due to time and resource.  

 

Considering the theoretical concepts, retention factors not related to customer          

relationship management such as demographics, customer status and usage         

behaviors (Peng et al. 2013) are excluded in this study. Although recognising their             

relevance, this paper does not focus on specific measurements of customer           

retentions such as retention rates and churn rates due to constraints of the             

qualitative data, rather customer retention shall be evaluated through perception of           

the research respondents. Due to constraints of data collection, marketing          

automation softwares directly included in this studies are from specific vendors.           

Although these tools do not represent marketing automation as a whole, they are             

the most popular softwares available in current market and offer the most            

standardised features of marketing automation.  

 

1.6 Structure of the research 

 

Structure of this paper are as follow. The first chapter introduces the research             

background and presents the research questions and sub-questions. An overview          

of the literature and research gap is discussed, following by the definitions of key              

concepts and a brief discussion on research method and delimitations of the            

study. The second and third chapter focus on reviewing academic theories on the             
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research’s phenomenon. Chapter two reviews customer retention concept, its         

determinants and strategies. The main topic of chapter three is marketing           

automation, starting with the changes in B2B marketing that lead to the            

emergence of marketing technology, following by the construct of marketing          

automation, its workflow, and importantly functionalities. The theory-based        

connection between marketing automation and customer retention is revised in the           

last section of chapter three. The next chapter is about research methodology,            

from research purpose to data collection, data profiling, data analysis, and           

research reliability and validity. Research findings are revealed in chapter five,           

where the three main questions on customer retention determinants and          

strategies, the role of marketing automation in B2B, and marketing automation’s           

functionalities and benefits are answered. Chapter six discusses the outcomes          

from the previous chapter to draw conclusion on how marketing automation can            

impact customer retention and what is its overall business effect, a summary of the              

research results is also provided in this chapter. Lastly, the research concludes in             

its seventh chapter where theoretical and managerial implications are presented          

along with suggestions for future studies.  
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2 CUSTOMER RETENTION, ITS DETERMINANTS AND STRATEGIES 

   

The phenomenon of customer retention has received great attentions from both           

academic and industrial researches; however, there is considerable variance in          

the way in which customer retention is specified conceptually and empirically. It is             

recognised that there is a degree of “fuzziness” encompassed in the phenomenon            

due to its theoretical construct being difficult to observe directly. (Gerpott et al.             

2001) For customers, retention is seen as “a commitment to continue to do             

business or exchange with a particular company on an ongoing basis” - Zineldin             

(2000); while for firms, customer retention concerns the maintenance of          

continuous business relationship with customers over the long term (Carter 2010;           

Buttle and Stan 2015, p.85; Gerpott et al. 2001). From company’s perspective, a             

more precise concept of customer retention is the number of customers at the end              

of a time period expressed as percentage of that at the beginning (Buttle & Stan               

2015, p.85). Customer retention often goes hand-in-hand with customer defection          

and churn rate. Customer retention is seen as mirror image of defection and churn              

(Buttle & Stan 2015, p.85), efforts to retain existing customers and to decrease             

churn have become essential across industries (Tsai & Lu 2009).  

 

Although precise value and measurements of customer retention can vary among           

industries, there appear to be several consensus economic benefits a company           

could gain from retention (Ang & Buttle 2006a). (1) As customer tenure growth,             

customer is more committed and willing to increase purchase volume, company           

also gains from cross-selling activities. (2) At the same time, retained customers            

help business avoids acquisition costs including costs to gain customers and           

relationship start-up costs. This is especially true in B2B context, when costs of             

winning a new account are often relatively high compare to ongoing relationship            

maintenance costs. (3) Besides direct economic values, retained customers are          

likely to give referrals, more likely to enter collaborations, and allow easier            

business planning. (4) Finally, satisfied customers are less price-sensitive and          

likely to pay premium prices for valuable product and services, they are less             

responsive to price-based offers from competitors. (Ang & Buttle 2006a; Buttle and            
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Stan 2015, p.88; Godson 2009, p.75-78; Murali et al. 2016) Additional           

consequences of customer retention suggested by literature include increased         

market share, higher efficiency, and higher productivity (Zineldin 2000). All of           

these values prove the significant value of retained customers; although it is            

noteworthy that customers who are unprofitable or whose needs cannot be met by             

the company should not be retained (Reichheld, 1996).  

 

2.1 Retention as part of customer relationship management 

 

Although the term customer relationship management (CRM) has been in use for            

decades and continues to receive attentions from both academic researchers and           

practitioners, there has yet to be an agreement on the specific nature and             

definition of CRM in existing literature (Buttle & Stan 2015, p.3, Viljoen et al. 2005).               

The concept of CRM can be defined generally as “an organisational approach that             

seeks to understand and influence customer behaviour through meaningful         

communications in order to improve customer acquisition, retention, loyalty and          

profitability” - Viljoen and colleagues (2005). From strategical perspective, Buttle          

and Stan (2015) see CRM strategy in the core of business where the goal is to                

create and deliver value to targeted customers by integrating internal processes           

and functions, and external networks.   

 

In literature, customer retention is seen as the realm of customer relationship            

management studies (Peng et al. 2013). The purposes and objectives of CRM            

strategy often involve retaining customers, improving customer lifetime value and          

enhancing customer satisfaction, share, and loyalty (Viljoen et al. 2005). Four           

dimensions of customer relationship management has been identified by Ngai and           

colleagues in 2009 - after classifying 87 CRM research papers in 24 management             

journals published from 2000 to 2006; those dimensions are: customer          

identification, customer attraction, customer retention, and customer development.        

Although there exist many different definitions of customer relationship         

management, majority of the definitions involve two main concepts customer          

acquisition and customer retention (Winer 2001; Jahromi, A. T. et al. 2014; Buttle             
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& Stan 2015). Retaining customer is considered an essential goal of relational            

aspect in customer management besides acquisition (Ang & Buttle 2006a, Godson           

2009, p.70).  

 

Customer life cycle is a relevant concept in customer relationship management.           

The notion of customer life cycle has been developed by a number of previous              

authors under titles of customer journey, ladder, or staircase through which           

customers advance ( Ang & Buttle 2006b). Buttle and Stan (2015) highlight           

customer acquisition and customer retention are the main stages of the customer            

life cycle . Customer acquisition involve the initial steps of the journey: suspect,            

prospect, and first-time customer (Ang & Buttle 2006b). The primary principle of            

acquisition is new customers must be acquired to build companies, since even            

successful firms suffers from customer attrition. Customer acquisition is         

particularly important for new businesses, new product launches, or when          

targeting a new market or segment. (Ang & Buttle 2006b, Buttle & Stan 2015)              

However, acquiring as many new as possible is not recommended, and it is             

essential for firms to focus on gaining customers who are likely to be profitable              

over time. In order to reach their goals, practitioners must identify the target             

groups, source and approach their prospects through referral, online sources,          

networking, promotion, etc., and measure performances with suitable indicators.         

(Buttle & Stan 2015) 

 

Extensive literature exists in both B2C and B2B context that emphasise the            

benefits of customer retention over customer acquisition (Jahromi, A. T. et al.            

2014). An example was given by Lindgreen and colleagues (2000), when they            

compute that “it can be up to 10 times more expensive to win a customer than to                 

retain a customer, and the cost of bringing a new customer the the same level of                

profitability as the lost one is up to 16 time more” - cited by Ang and Buttle                 

(2006a). On the other hand, some authors argue acquisition is equally important,            

particularly for small businesses aiming to grow (Ang & Buttle 2006b, Buttle & Stan              

2015). Regardless retaining customers is certainly most important aim in          

competitive and mature markets (Ang & Buttle 2006b). The advantages of           
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retention over acquisition strategies have resulted in many companies         

concentrating their efforts on retaining customers (Murali et al. 2016), it has been             

established that significant level of contribution can be generated from a small            

change in retention rate. Especially in B2B context, customer retention is           

considered central to business relationship development; considering large        

amount of purchase values typically gained from B2B customers, retention can           

create remarkable financial rewards for companies. (Jahromi, A. T. et al. 2014)  

 

2.2 CRM  technology and customer retention 

 

The concept of customer relationship management is highly connected to          

technology, especially when the acronym CRM has been used by many to            

describe software applications which support marketing, selling and service         

functions of businesses. The technology-related perspective of CRM was first          

formulated by Hamilton (Viljoen et al. 2005) in which CRM is seen as the process               

of storing and analysing large data to extract customer insights. It is important to              

recognise that CRM is not just about technology, however it is often based on              

customer-related data and enabled by information technology (IT) (Buttle & Stan           

2015). The significant of technology in CRM raises as increasing number of firms             

employ IT solutions to establish relationships and develop loyalty and retention           

among existing customers (Viljoen et al. 2005). These evidently indicate the           

potentials of using technological tools specifically for customer retention purposes.  

 

Peck and colleagues (2004) suggest that firms which focus primarily on customer            

retention should possess information on customer rates and factors influencing          

customer defection and migration, such insights can be derived from reliable           

data-based system on customers. Three main types of CRM solutions are           

operational, analytical and collaborative. Operational CRM automates       

customer-facing business processes such as sales force automation, marketing         

automation, and customer service and support. Analytical CRM involves capturing,          

storing, extracting, processing, interpreting and reporting of customer data.         

(Viljoen et al. 2005, Buttle & Stand 2015) Collaborative CRM enables customers            
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and other members of the supply chain such as suppliers or partners to interact              

with the organisation. It is proposed that utilisation of suitable CRM technology can             

increase the overall degree of customer satisfaction and raise CRM strategy’s           

efficiency. (Viljoen et al. 2005)  

 

Buttle and Stan (2015) suggest CRM technologies offer tools to assist both            

customer acquisition and customer retention purposes. For customer acquisition,         

they listed lead management, campaign management, event-based marketing,        

and analytics as features that support companies in gaining new prospects.           

Similarly, these same technological functions are useful for customer retention          

efforts: campaign management and event-based marketing are used to create          

up-selling and cross-selling campaign; data mining provides the probability of a           

customer’s repurchase based on their transactional history or profile;         

customisation allows customised offers at segment or individual level with          

personalised communication message and channel; channel integration ensures        

different activities are integrated and consistent communication messages across         

channels; and advanced software with marketing optimisation can maximise         

returns by monitoring budget constraints, communication cost, customer’s        

transactional histories and propensities to buy, etc. (Buttle & Stan 2015) These            

potential of CRM technological capabilities indicate companies can elevate their          

customer retention strategy using automation technology.  

 

2.3 Determinants of customer retention 

 

Various researches in the field have studied the factors influencing customer           

retention, both from customer and company’s perspective. The included         

determinants along with possible customer retention strategies represented in         

following section, provide relevant knowledge on customer retention and serve as           

foundation for the research. These factors may also be used to compare with             

perspectives of practitioners regarding their understanding of customer retention.  
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Researchers, despite extensive studies on the subject, have not yet agreed on a             

conclusive set of factors influencing customer retention. Customer loyalty,         

customer satisfaction and switching costs are listed by many as the key            

determinants of customers’ intention to remain in a business relationship          

(Tamuliene & Gabryte 2014, Peng 2016, Gerpott et al. 2001, Gustafsson et al.             

2005, Kim et al. 2004, Kim and Yoon 2004). Customer trust is added to the list as                 

factors influencing customer retention along the customer lifecycle by Chen and           

colleagues (2001) and Ranaweera and Prabhu (2003). Additionally, many authors          

cite service quality or customer service as factors determining retention (Blattberg           

et al. 2001, Godson 2009, Jeng & Bailey 2012, Sharma & Patterson 1999,             

Ranaweera & Neely 2003). Product perceived value is another aspect determined           

by scholars arguing that customers’ evaluation on the product quality and cost            

relation can change their intention to continue purchasing from a supplier           

(Blattberg et al. 2001, Ranaweera & Neely 2003, Chen et al. 2001, Jeng & Bailey               

2012). Interestingly, Tamuliene and Gabryte (2014) are among the few who           

highlight relationship quality as having direct impact on retention. Following section           

provides brief descriptions of the most relevant factors mentioned by previous           

scholars.  

 

Customer loyalty: There are mixed opinions in existing literature regarding the           

relationship between customer loyalty and retention. Few authors state that loyalty           

is often interpreted as actual retention (Gustafsson et al. 2006, Kim et al. 2004) or               

retention is assumed as an indicator of customer loyalty (Murali et al. 2016), while              

other scholars suggest loyalty and retention have a strong cause and effect            

connection (Gerpott et al. 2001). There are three broad approaches in customer            

loyalty studies: behavior approach - loyalty is measured based on continuity of            

purchases, attitudinal approach - loyalty is based on customer’s psychological          

involvement, and integrated approach - a mix of the first two (Kim et al. 2004). 

 

Using the attitudinal approach, Gerpott and colleagues (2001) offer a valid           

distinctions between customer retention and loyalty. They explain customer         

retention means a business relationship is maintained either involuntarily - when a            
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customer is prevented to switch supplier due to barriers - or voluntarily - when a               

customer stays because of favourable attitude towards the supplier. Customer          

loyalty is when the business relationship continues in the latter manner. (Gerpott et             

al. 2001) However, this study applies an integrated approach in understanding of            

customer loyalty which is rather referred to as a combination of customers’            

favourable attitude and the behaviour of repurchase in general (Kim et al. 2004).             

With this approach, loyalty will be seen as actual retention and the terms may be               

used interchangeably in later sections of this paper. 

 

Customer satisfaction: This is the most commonly mentioned determinant of          

customer retention among scholars (Tamuliene & Gabryte 2014, Ranaweera &          

Prabhu 2003, Blattberg et al. 2001, Godson 2009, Gustafsson et al. 2006, Kim et              

al. 2004, Kim and Yoon 2004). Depending on the construct of loyalty and             

retention terms, customer satisfaction could either have direct impact (Godson          

2009, Murali et al. 2016, Tamuliene and Gabryte 2014), or indirect impact on             

retention (Gerpott et al. 2001). As loyalty is seen as retention in this study, the               

causal effect of customer satisfaction on retention can be simply explained as            

having satisfied customers is the first step to assure customers stay with a             

business (Godson 2009).  

 

Customer satisfaction can be described as “the degree to which customer           

expectations of a product or service are met or exceeded as against the perceived              

performance” - Murali and others (2016). Besides increasing retention, other          

benefits from high customer satisfaction level includes preventing customer churn,          

lowering customers’ price sensitivity, reducing costs of new customer acquisition,          

improving effectiveness of advertising, and enhancing business reputation (Kim et          

al. 2004) On the other hand, Roberts (1996) emphasises that companies may fall             

into the satisfaction trap where they increases customer satisfaction but unable to            

gain any benefits from sales, profitability or even loyalty.  

 

Customer trust: In their 2003 research, Ranaweera and Prabhu were able to            

offer clear evidence of customer trust as a main effect on customer retention.             
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While trust and satisfaction are closely related, they are conceptually different with            

distinct antecedents, and they have distinctive empirical impacts on retention - as            

suggested by some trust as a stronger emotion may better predict retention            

(Ranaweera and Prabhu, 2013). In this context trust is defined as “the belief that              

the service provider can be relied on to behave in such a way that the long-term                

interests of the buyer will be served” - Sharma & Patterson (1999). In other words,               

trust exists when one has confidence in another’s reliability and integrity (Morgan            

& Hunt 1994), this can be at individual or firm level (Ranaweera and Prabhu 2013).               

As aforementioned, firms can fail to retain customers who are satisfied, thus            

strengthening factor like trust is vital to ensure economically viable, long-term           

relationships (Ranaweera and Prabhu 2013, Morgan & Hunt 1994) 

 

Value: value can be defined as “quality divided by price” - Blattberg and others              

(2001), high value can be result of either higher quality products or lower prices.              

This same concept can also be referred to as customer perceived value (Jing-Bo             

et al. 2008) or price perception (Ranaweera & Neely 2003) in literature. In their              

2003 research, Ranaweera and Neely were able to prove that better perception of             

prices leads to greater level of repurchase intentions. This confirms Blattberg and            

colleagues’ argument (1996) that customers’ perception of value impact a firm’s           

retention equity.  

 

Service quality: Customer service is a vital factor in retaining customer, in some             

cases it is the most important determinant of whether or not customers defect from              

a firm (Blattberg et al. 2001) Direct positive link between service quality and             

customer behavioural intentions has been confirmed by many studies. Further,          

some researchers are able to demonstrate that service quality perceptions has           

greater impact than price for customers when evaluating value. (Ranaweera &           

Neely 2003) Service quality can be defined as “the customers’ satisfaction or            

dissatisfaction formed by their experience of purchase and use of the service” -             

Kim and others (2004). Customer services involves many components provided by           

different parts of an organisation; firms can choose a centralised or decentralised            
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approach to control quality of their service to ensure it affect customer’s perception             

positively (Blattberg et al. 2001).  

 

Relationship commitment: Relationship commitment, according to Henning and        

colleagues (2002), is one of the three main dimensions of relationship quality            

besides customer satisfaction and trust. Relationship commitment is recognised    

as a potential driver of customer loyalty (Gustafsson et al. 2006, Sharma and             

Patterson 2000). There are two main dimensions in this phenomenon: calculative           

or continuance commitment and affective commitment (Gustafsson et al. 2006).          

Affective commitment is “a hotter, or more emotional, factor that develops           

through the degree of reciprocity or personal involvement that a customer has with             

a company, which results in a higher level of trust and commitment” - Gustafsson               

and others (2006). In other words, this refers to the emotional tie between a              

customer and a firm either at individual or organisational level. 

 

Calculative commitment is “the colder, or more rational, economic-based         

dependence on product benefits due to a lack of choice or switching costs” -              

Gustafsson and others (2006), in which switching costs refer to the investment of             

resources that make it difficult for customers to switch supplier (Ranaweera &            

Prabhu 2003). This is also commonly referred to as switching barriers by other             

authors. Switching barriers is the second most discussed determinant of          

retention after satisfaction (Tamuliene & Gabryte 2014, Richards 1996,         

Ranaweera and Prabhu 2003, Blattberg et al. 2001, Gustafsson et al. 2006, Kim             

et al. 2004, Kim & Yoon 2004, Jeng & Bailey 2012). Perceived switching barriers is               

defined as “the consumer’s assessment of the resources and opportunities          

needed to perform the switching act, or alternatively, the constraints that prevent            

the switching act” - Ranaweera and Prabhu (2003). A number of researchers have             

been able to confirm the positive effect of switching barriers on customer retention             

(Ranaweera & Prabhu 2003). 

 

It could be observed that there are variety of factors determining customer            

retention according to prior researchers. Some factors suggested as a determinant           
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by one author could be defined as a retention program or strategy by other. There               

is lack of consistency and coherence among the reviewed theories.  

 

2.4 Customer retention strategies and programs 

 

This section identifies several possible customer retention strategies and         

programs, together with the factors influencing customer retention, they are          

included to provide better understanding of how to retain customers from           

managerial perspective. It appears that there is a lack of consistent frameworks            

which outline activities related to customer retention. Customer retention efforts of           

companies involve continuous activities and multiple possible strategies which are          

not as easily outlined into a process flow as customer acquisition. It is recognised              

by scholars that there is limited specific research into the development and content             

of customer retention plans (Ang & Buttle 2006a). Thus, it is a challenge to define               

a coherent list of strategies or programs implemented by practitioners in attempt to             

assess and elevate their customer retention.  

 

Buttle and Stan (20015) list a number of positive customer retention strategies that             

can be implemented by firms, including: creating customer delight, adding    

customer-perceived value, creating social and structural bonds, and building         

customer engagement. Godson (2009), in addition, highlighted customer care as          

intangible features that companies can invest in to differentiate itself from rivals.            

Personalisation is another strategy that can strengthen relationship with customer,          

either in the form of product customisation (Winer 2001) or in personalised            

communications contents (Kwon & Kim 2012). Lastly, monitoring relationship with          

customers is an evident activity companies should conduct in their customer           

retention efforts (Godson 2009, Zeithlam & Bitner 1996, Blattberg et al. 2001).            

What follow explain the different customer retention strategies and programs          

suggested by prior researchers:  

Creating customer delights: According to Buttle and Stan (2015), customer          

delight occurs when customer’s perception of their purchasing experience exceeds          
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their expectations. Basically, there are two methods to create customer delight: by            

managing either expectations or performances. As business strategy, it is more           

sustainable for companies to manage performances instead of expectations.         

Customer expectations may include many attributes, practically firms should         

identify and meet expectations on the critical attributes that are important to            

customers. Customer delight has been adopted by nany businesses as their           

mission in recent years.  (Buttle & Stan 2015) 

 

Adding customer perceived-value: As suggested by Buttle and Stan (2015),          

additional values can enhance customer’s experience when buying and using a           

product or service. The idea is to enable customers to experience additional            

values while limiting additional costs. Companies can explore different ways to do            

this, the most common forms are loyalty schemes, customer communities and           

sales promotions (Buttle & Stan 2015). Loyalty scheme, also referred to as loyalty,             

or frequency, programs is customer management program that offers customers          

rewards for repeat purchasing and their cumulative patronage (Winer 2001, Buttle           

and Stan 2015). Customer community is a network of customers built by the             

company for exchanging product-related information and creating relationships        

between the customers and the company (Winer 2001). Some companies can           

offer exclusive communities, where only members can receive a range of           

value-adding benefits (Buttle & Stan 2015). Sales promotions offer temporary          

enrichment on customer values. Promotions can be used to acquire new           

customers and retain existing ones, although they exist in different forms as            

retention-oriented promotions encourage customers to repurchase (Buttle & Stan         

2015). 

 

Creating bonds: customer bonding is another strategy that utilised by companies           

in customer retention. Buttle and Stan (2015) divide the different form of bonds             

between customers and suppliers into two main categories: social and structural.           

Social bonds involve positive interpersonal relationships between people -         

relationships with high level of trust and commitment. Social relationships between           

customers and supplier can exist at single-level - between two individuals - or             
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multi-level - among many individuals from both parties. Social bonds have direct            

influence on customer preferences, trust and confidence. Structural bonds, on the           

other hand, are established when two parties commit resources to a mutual benefit             

business relationship. This type of bonds are usually preceded by social bonds, as             

it requires trust to be established. Different types of structure bonds include:            

financial, legal, equity, knowledge-based, technological, process, value-based,       

geographic, project, and multi-product bonds. Social bonds link people while          

structure bonds link organisations, the latter is harder to break than the first.             

(Buttle & Stan 2015) 

 

Building customer engagement: as researches have reviewed customer        

satisfaction is not enough to sustain a long-term relationship with customers, many            

have emphasised the need for companies to increase the level of customer            

engagement to secure loyalty. Engaged customers are those that participate and           

connect with a brand at higher intensity, their higher sense of connection to the              

brand is resulted from their experiences with the firm. In practise, marketers build             

engagement with customers through interactive relationships, much of which         

derived from digital channels such as blogs or social media platforms. (Buttle &             

Stan 2015) 

 

Customer care: this is seen as intangible feature for companies to provide            

additional values to customers and can become a firm’s competitive advantage.           

Customer care generally concerns services that associated with the purchase and           

consumption of a product. Although varies among companies, customer care as a            

concept contains three distinct types of activities: customer service - supporting a            

smooth experience for customers when buying and using the core product/service,           

product quality standards and measures - ensuring the product conforms to           

predetermined specifications and purposes, and service quality - delivering to          

customer the best experience at each interaction points of the transaction process.            

(Godson 2009) 

 

Personalisation: The topic of personalisation has been studied by many in the            
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past few decades, the results reveal superior value of customised solutions for            

individual customer’s preferences (Kwon & Kim 2012). Russell Winer (2001)          

identifies personalisation as one of the key strategies company can implement to            

improve customer satisfaction, which in turn contributes to retaining customer.          

Similarly, Kwon and Kim (2012) highlight personalisation as strategic tool for           

increasing customer loyalty and satisfaction. While Winer’s study (2002) focuses          

on product and service development tailoring toward each customer’s specific          

needs, Kwon and Kim’s work (2012) provide strong evidences on the impact of             

personalised communications. Personalisation strategies in communications      

including personalised content and interface are especially relevant for the          

marketing perspective of this study.  

 

Monitoring customer relationship: Godson (2009) suggests that managing        

customer retention is as important as achieving customer satisfaction and high           

levels of customer care. Zeithlam and Bitner (1996) identify conducting          

relationship survey and maintaining customer database as two key elements of           

monitoring customer relationship. Relationship survey is a mean to gather          

feedbacks directly from customers, allowing business to add timely improvements          

to their products and services (Zeithlam & Bitner 1996). Implementation of           

customer database yields benefits from tracking customer’s interaction with the          

firm and having a broad set of data for measurements and analytics (Blattberg et              

al. 2001). This links to the third dimension of monitoring customer retention:            

measuring and analysing. As a common practise, firms are advised to follow and             

react to metrics such as retention rates or customer defections in relation to their              

retention goals and costs. (Godson 2009, Blattberg et al. 2001) 

 

 

To conclude this chapter, following figure summarises the factors influencing          

customer retention and different retention strategies or activities discussed in          

previous sections. These factors will be reflected upon in the finding of this study              

when the author reviews perspectives of the expert respondents.  
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Figure 2: Customer retention activities and factors influencing retention  
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3 MARKETING AUTOMATION AS AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY  

 

This chapter reviews the relevant concepts around marketing automation as a           

marketing technology. The first section addresses changes in B2B marketing          

which rooted the necessary existence of modern marketing technology. The          

construct of marketing automation is reviewed in the following parts of the chapter,             

including definition, benefits, marketing automation workflow, and the key         

functionalities of the technology. Lastly, information on the connection between          

marketing automation and customer retention in existing literature is examined in           

section 3.3, as a base to establish potential relationship between the two            

phenomenons.  

 

3.1 Changes in B2B marketing 

 

In recent years, marketing has gained visibility in many B2B firms while            

simultaneously facing greater expectations from executives (Wiersema 2013). The         

impact of digitalisation on marketing practices is widely acknowledged by both           

academics and practitioners (Lipiäinen & Karjaluoto 2015). The disruptive power of           

technologies has lead to transitions in customer buying behaviors,         

communications, marketing/sales automation and innovation. As the results, B2B         

firms are forced to make necessary changes and transitions in their approach to             

marketing. (Wiersema 2013) 

 

In the changing environment, B2B marketers can face several challenges, a           

dominant one being to build stronger interface between marketing and other           

functions such as sales, innovation, and finance. These interfaces demand          

attention in both strategic and tactical levels from management. (Wiersema 2013)           

Furthermore, customer and market knowledge has become essential in modern          

marketplaces, companies are required to actively extract and leverage such          

information to maintain competitive edge. Issues such as evolving organisational          

buying behavior and changing customer needs and priorities require actions to be            

better understood and predicted by B2B marketers. (Wiersema 2013) 
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Changes and their consequences in current market lead to the significance of            

technology usage, a need to integrate marketing to other functionalities, and better            

analyses on customer behaviors in B2B sectors. These all pointed to potentials of             

marketing automation as a solution to partially resolve these topical matters. 

 

3.1.1 Change in buyer-seller relationship 

 

Advancements in communications and information technologies have transformed        

the way in which people search for information and interact with one another             

(Järvinen & Taiminen 2015, Greenberg 2010). With the rise of digital           

communication channels, buyers are now have ready access to information of           

various suppliers and others’ purchasing experience, allowing them to make more           

informed choices while rely less on traditional sources (Järvinen & Taiminen 2015,            

Baer 2010, Wiersema 2013). This results in a fundamental and potentially           

permanent shift of power toward the buyer’s side (Baer 2010, Wiersema 2013).            

Consequently, firm’s traditional sales approach is no longer effective, forcing          

organisations to reinvent their business approach entirely (Adamson et al. 2013, p.            

102). To attract the more empowered customers, suppliers now need to present            

value-based offerings for different customer segments and desires instead of the           

traditional one-side-fit-all strategy (Michiels 2010).  

 

In addition, people’s heavily reliance on online information has completely          

transformed the impact of digital sources on customer purchasing decisions          

(Järvinen & Taiminen 2015). As customers actively reaching out to online sources            

when searching and evaluating a business, digital marketing is further emphasised           

as a way for companies to influence those customers (Järvinen & Taiminen 2015,             

Greenberg 2010). Further, as modern communications require higher level of          

targeting and personalisation, marketers have adopted a new approach to          

knowledge as a source of customer insight. Technological advancements permit          

global communications within real-time via multi-channels simultaneously.       

(Greenberg 2010) Marketing campaigns are more effective with advanced triggers          
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such as individual’s interpersonal characteristics and behaviors served via various          

communication channels including social media and other online platforms         

(Chlebisova 2011). 

 

Another result of the power shift in buyer-seller relationship is popularisation of            

customer-driven strategies, also referred to as customer-centric or        

customer-focused, among firms. B2B firms are forced to make changes as the            

market becomes more favorable toward service-centered commerce than the         

traditional product-centered one (Sheth & Sharma 2008). Consequently,        

executives are adopting structured customer relationship management programs        

at an increasing rate. These programmes are designed to concentrate on serving            

individual customers based on their specific needs and business. (Arnett &           

Badrinarayanan 2005).  

 

It can be concluded that the shifted paradigm with a new generation of empowered              

customers has compelled B2B firms to embrace digitalisation and customer-driven          

approach in their business operations and strategies.  

 

3.1.2 Alignment with sales  

 

In a service-favor market, the original view of marketing has become outdated.            

According to Vargo and Lusch (2004) marketing should be in the center of a              

company’s strategic positioning and planning in the modern commerce, where          

cross-functional processes are built based on marketing strategies to generate          

competitive advantages for the firm. The shifted paradigm in buyer-seller          

relationship results in greater importance of marketing’s tasks such as providing           

relevant information to buyer and interacting with prospects or customers via           

digital channels. Meanwhile, sales function has also evolved gradually to adapt to            

the new market full of highly informed customers. Sales’ tasks are no longer             

simple order fulfillments but alternatively focus more on relationship management,          

this is evident with a rising number of key account managers and strategic account              

management. (Storbacka et al. 2009)  
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Marketing and sales functions are brought closer together as both their jobs are             

highly related to maintaining relationships with leads and customers. Despite its           

significance, many companies face challenges in aligning marketing and sales          

function (Wiersema 2013). This misalignment often results in low-quality leads for           

sales, at the same time presents wasted leads that are not follow uponed (Michiels              

2010). A reason behind such misalignment is the separated nature of marketing            

and sales functions where each performs and measures based on their own            

standard instead of using a continuous process (Olia 2006). Study by Hosford            

(2012) confirms the benefits of aligning the two departments by revealing 80% of             

participated companies with highly effective lead generation process have a close           

marketing-sales operations. This highlights the relevance of marketing and sales          

alignment B2B firms, particularly in acquiring new customers.  

 

3.2 Marketing automation 

 

Marketing is increasingly influenced by the power of technology. Despite the           

availability of enabling tools which help realise multiple benefits in both marketing            

efficiency and effectiveness, the changing in behavior of customers due to           

technology advancement in recent years pose increasing challenge for marketers          

to optimise effectiveness. Marketers face with higher challenges from the market,           

reduced resources but increased accountability, which in turn forcing them to           

focus on marketing return on investment to raise efficiency. Refining internal           

process seems to be the solution: it reduces costs through staff optimisation and             

waste reduction, improves speed to market through shorter cycle time, and           

enhances targeting to facilitate the change from mass to one-to-one marketing. To            

achieve these advancements, marketers begun to invest in a variety of           

technological solutions - from rudimentary to sophisticated - which consequently          

resulted in a quickly expanded market for marketing technologies. (Biegel 2009)  

 

Marketing technology has come a long way, marketers are now offered a variety of              

marketing systems to manage their marketing workflows from planning to creation,           
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production, delivery, and response stage. These marketing workflows include         

various marketing tactics - many of which could be driven by technology solutions.             

(Biegel 2009) Following figure is the illustration of marketing stages which could            

apply automation technologies in marketing:  

 

Figure 3: Marketing “value chain” developed by Biegel in 2009  

 

Technologies for these stages, together, offers solution for marketers to manage           

their workflows; however it is important to notice that these technologies could be             

offered as point solution for specific issues or as an integrated system to cover              

multiple processes. Several vendors provide solutions which address needs         

across the entire workflow, leading to a selections of offerings from which            

marketers could select and integrate themselves. Marketing technology could         

either be offered as “a remotely hosted software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform or           

as an on-premise (behind the firewall) platform”. (Biegel 2009)  

3.2.1 Marketing automation   

   

Comparing to other marketing technologies and business information system         

(such as CRM) marketing automation is seen as a more affordable and convenient             

solution. The most popular characteristic of marketing automation is that it bridges            
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the gap between sales and marketing by delivering more qualified leads and by             

simplifying the lead assignment process. At the same time, it enables businesses            

to capitalise on their existing assets while continuously improve marketing          

strategies. Clear and reliable measurements of return on investment metrics is           

another reasons marketing automation solution appeal to business managers.         

(Cummings & Blitzer 2010) In the recent industrial research on B2B sector            

conducted by Regalix Research in 2015, 79% of responsed marketers say that            

they invest in marketing automation, 62% had used the solution for more than 2              

years, and 64% say they saw benefit of marketing automation within the first 6              

months. It is clear that marketing automation has gained popularity among B2B            

organisations. According to Forrester Research (2014), B2B marketers who         

implement marketing automation increase their sale-pipeline contribution by 10%.         

Another study records an increase of nearly 10 times of B2B businesses using             

marketing automation from 2011 to 2014 (SiriusDecisions 2014).  

   

There are many different ways marketing automation is defined in literature. Some            

scholars view marketing automation as a broader term which entail multiple           

functions (Biegel 2009, Buttle & Stan 2015 ) while others choose narrower           

description to focus more on specific aspects of the concept (Brinker et al. 2015).              

Among these various definitions, this paper applies the conceptualisation of Ginty           

and colleagues (2012) and Järvinen and Taininen (2015) on marketing          

automation. Ginty and colleagues (2012) view marketing automation as a          

combination of “technology and methodology to understand buyer intent, engage          

leads with personalised messaging and content, trigger the release of messages           

based on buyer behavior, and pass on the hottest leads to the sales team”. It               

involves a process of using a single software platform which can be used to deliver               

content based on specific rules set by users. The goal is to attract, develop, and               

retain trust with prospect and current customers by automatically customise          

relevant and valuable information to meet specific demands (Järvinen & Taininen           

2015).  
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Authors Buttle and Stan (2015) outline a set of values that marketing automation             

can deliver to marketers: (1) increased marketing efficiency due to higher control            

over costs, (2) greater marketing productivity by running numerous campaigns          

through multiple channels simultaneously, (3) more effective marketing through a          

closed-loop marketing cycle, (4) improved accountability for marketing expenditure         

thanks to better data and analysis, (5) enhanced responsiveness with instant           

response to opportunities and engaging in real-time marketing, (6) advanced          

marketing intelligence with embedded reporting and analytics functionality (7)         

better customer experience through personalised, relevant communication and        

offers at appropriate times, and (8) raised customer engagement through          

customers’ emotional and behavioral identification when experiencing       

personalised messages.  

 

According to Jävinen and Taininen (2015), customisation in marketing automation          

tool enables marketers to treat each customer’s individual needs and design           

content to meet his/her own expectation. It also allows companies to save financial             

and personal resources, allowing information to flow smoothly among different          

stages of interaction with customers. It utilises similar techniques as Web analytics            

(i.e. tracking web visitor online behavior through use of cookies and IP address);             

however marketing automation has better capability in identifying individual         

customers and tracing their behaviors over a longer period of time. Marketing            

automation apply two types of tools - passive and active - to learn about web               

visitors i.e. potential customers. Active approaches include asking direct questions          

while passive approaches take advantage of past transactions and clickstream          

data. (Jävinen & Taininen 2015) These approaches gather data based on which            

the software can personalise marketing messages to prospect or current          

customers.  

 

3.2.2 Marketing automation process  

 

In his paper published in 2009, Biegel draws a simplified workflow that maps the 

marketing automation process. This process is demonstrated in following figure: 
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Figure 4: Marketing automation workflow created by Biegel in 2009  

 

The described marketing automation process “begins with marketing intent,         

whereby strategic inputs are transferred to marketing operations to effectively          

drive and measure the entire process” - Biegel (2009). Initial marketing operations            

here consist of two main groups: (1) optimisation of data - including customer’s             

names, postal and email address, demographic, psychographic and transactional         

information residing in one or more structured database; and (2) creative assets -             

including images, video, copywriting, and other design tie with company’s brand           

and strategy. These two groups together result in campaign execution, which           

essentially is integration of multiple channels aiming to effectively target customer           

communication. The ultimate goal is to target the right prospect with the right             

content, to (1) convert new leads into customers (conversion) and (2) enhance            

relationship with existing ones (up- and cross-sales). Additionally, measuring and          

analysing data captured throughout the process is another important part of the            

workflow, this is to enable continuous improvement through possible calculated          

changes to the initial strategic intent.  (Biegel 2009) 

 

From the process suggested by Biegel (2009), it is evident that both customer             

acquisition and customer retention are addressed as important goals of marketing           

automation process. While the former is highlighted through “Conversion” step of           

the process, the latter is pin-pointed in “Up/Cross-sales” section. Biegel          

emphasises sales increase to existing customers as well as enhancing their           
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relationship as relevant objective of the process. Therefore, it is reasonable to            

believe, based on this marketing automation workflow, that retaining and          

developing relationship with existing customers is considered part of marketing          

automation.  

 

3.2.3 Functionalities of marketing automation softwares 

 

Due to the diversification of marketing automation industry landscape, there is a            

number of different functionalities offered by marketing automation software         

vendors. Buttle and Stan (2015) list a wide range of functionalities under three             

main categories as marketing campaign, digital and online marketing, and          

strategic and other marketing functions (see further details in Appendix 2). These            

functionalities are, however, not standard offering of all marketing automation          

solutions. In a recent marketing intelligence report, Digital Marketing Depot (2015)           

suggests for B2B marketing automation solution there is a smaller set of            

capabilities. Digital Marketing Depot (2015) states that the most standard          

functionalities of marketing automation are email marketing and landing page          

development, website visitor tracking, marketing database, CRM integration, data         

analysis and reporting; some other features are also commonly available among           

vendors including dynamic website content generation, multichannel campaign,        

mobile optimisation, ROI and revenue reporting, and built-in ISV app integration.           

Some of the common functionalities listed by Digital Marketing Depot (2015) are            

also considered backbone of marketing automation by other researchers. In a           

study in 2010 conducted by Aberdeen Group, four common capabilities are           

identified as: behavioral tracking, lead scoring, lead nurturing and CRM integration           

(Michiels 2010). Another author, Dickie (2012) highlights three driving forces          

behind marketing automation, which are lead scoring, lead nurturing and analytics.           

It is notable that despite being named differently, these capabilities have the same             

underlined functionalities.  

 

From the reviewed literature, five most common features have been selected for            

the purpose of this study as core capabilities of marketing automation solutions for             
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B2B organisations. These are: (1) Campaign management, (2) Content         

management, (3) Analytics, (4) Lead management and (5) Integration. Figure 5           

illustrates these functionalities, their main elements will be further explained in           

following section for more details.  

 

Figure 5: Core functionalities of marketing automation (adopted from Digital 

Marketing Depot 2015)  

 

Campaign management 

 

Marketing campaign is a core aspect of marketing communications for any           

business whether the purpose is to raise awareness, trigger emotions or motivate            

certain behaviors from target audiences. A campaign management tool is defined           

as “the technology-enabled application of data-driven strategies to select         

customers or prospects for customised communications and offers that vary at           

every stage of the customer lifecycle and buyer readiness” - Buttle and Stan,             

2015. 

 

As part of marketing automation, campaign management function automates all          

the stages of a marketing communication campaign from planning, implementing,          

measuring to learning (Buttle & Stan 2015). According to Digital Marketing Depot            

(2015), virtually all marketing automation platforms provide standard abilities to          
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facilitate the campaigning process, the distinction only lies in how contents and            

triggers can be customised. Seven key elements of campaign management          

function are outlined by Buttle and Stan (2015) as following: workflow,           

segmentation and targeting, personalisation, execution, measurement, modelling       

and reporting. What follow further explains these elements: 

● Workflow: as part of designing the overall process, workflow establishes          

the order in which tasks are performed. This allows marketers to plan,            

design, manage and monitor and report campaign follow event-based next          

step rules. (Ramos 2009, Buttle and Stan 2015) 

● Segmentation and targeting: segmentation is the process of dividing         

prospect or customer base into sub-groups and targeting is the selection of            

sub-group(s) who will be audience of a customised campaign. Automation          

tool allows marketers to create and refine lists from the customer database;            

and target set of audiences with relevant contents based on their           

characteristics. (Ramos 2009, Buttle and Stan 2015)  

● Personalisation: Personalised messages and offers are tailored for        

individual recipient at each stage of the buyer journey. As marketing           

automation utilises customer insight, personalisation augments contents       

with data on the individual’s preferences and behaviors. (Digital Marketing          

Depot 2015, Buttle and Stan 2015) 

● Execution: with automation campaign execution can be done in multiple          

channels, independently, consecutively or simultaneously (Ramos 2009,       

Buttle and Stan 2015).  

● Measurement: campaign results can be assessed at segment and         

individual recipient level, where the measurement is goal-oriented (Buttle &          

Stan 2015). 

● Modelling: interpret results statistically to extract insight on do and don’t for            

future campaigns (Buttle & Stan 2015). 
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● Reporting: report on campaign results can be computed and delivered for           

reviewing purposes (Ramos 2009, Buttle and Stan 2015). 

 

The scope of campaign management capability varies from email campaign          

management to multi-channel management, depending on the software. In B2B          

sector, the majority of marketing campaigns are email driven, making email           

marketing the most standard and primary feature of marketing automation          

platforms. The next capacity level provided by many vendors is digital campaign            

management, this includes paid and organic search campaign tracking and social           

media campaign integration. As B2B marketers are utilising a wider range of digital             

channels to target prospects and customers, multi-channel campaign        

management becomes increasingly important part of automation tool. (Digital         

Marketing Depot 2015) 

 

Content management 

 

The rise of digital contents in recent years has transformed the way information is              

exchanged and consumed by individual and businesses (Järvinen & Taiminen          

2015). In the age where customers are flooded with information from inboxes,            

websites and social platforms, content development has become the critical key           

for marketers to break through (Digital Marketing Depot 2015). Digital content           

marketing has emerged as a new marketing paradigm (Järvinen & Taiminen           

2015), this phenomenon is defined by Holliman and Rowley (2014) in B2B context             

as: “B2B digital content marketing involves creating, distributing and sharing          

relevant, compelling and timely content to engage customers at the appropriate           

point in their buying consideration processes, such that it encourages them to            

convert to a business building outcome”.  

 

In automation tool, content management is designed to support content          

deployment on variety of marketing channels ranging from advertisements to          

websites, blogs, social media, etc.. Ideally with this function, marketers are able to             
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manage the whole cycle of digital content from creating to publishing, updating,            

and deleting (Ramos 2009, Buttle and Stan 2015). The benefits of using            

automation technology to manage content are evident, such as conformed content           

with brand values, consistent appearance and message across touchpoints, more          

efficient content creation, streamlined process, higher control, etc. (Buttle & Stan           

2015).  

 

Extensive content capabilities have been introduced by marketing automation         

vendors including responsive campaign design and behavior-based content        

generation (Digital Marketing Depot 2015). Examples of digital contents often          

supported in marketing automation softwares are email templates, web forms and           

landing pages. They can be customised based on organisation’s preferences and           

at advanced level, marketers can capture additional information of audiences at           

each interaction point through these contents. (Ramos 2009, Digital Marketing          

Depot 2015).  

 

Analytics 

 

A core aspect of marketing automation is the ability to track, analyse, and report              

on activities of prospects and customers online. Some sources such as Dickie            

(2012), Digital Marketing Depot (2015) and Buttle and Stan (2015) name this            

functionality analytics while author like Michiels (2010) refers to this as behavior            

trackings. In principle, it can be understood with the concept framed by Buttle and              

Stan (2015): “Digital analytics explore data generated by customer behaviour in           

interactive channels including online, mobile and social media”.  
 

The ability to track individual’s behavior is widely common among marketing           

automation tools, marketers are able to gather information such as audience size,            

visitor referral sources, and their activities on sites (Buttle & Stan 2015). Brown             

(2012) presents the combination of tracking behaviors with use of marketing           

automation as behavior marketing, he suggests behavior marketing as an          

approach allows marketers to move beyond traditional segments and achieve          
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unprecedented results in engaging customers and prospects. Beyond tracking         

singular activities, with a central database automation technology recognises an          

individual and connect his behaviors across platforms in real-time, such data in            

turn is used to tailor the most relevant and targeted contents to the individual              

(Brown 2012).  

 

Analytics functionality contains not only tracking but also analysis, reporting, and           

management of data. Most marketing automation platforms have a standard set of            

reports or dashboards that track quantifiable data allowing marketers to monitor           

lead or customer activity, measure campaign statistics, calculate returns and          

assess activities (Ramos 2009, Digital Marketing Depot 2015). These capabilities          

vary among softwares depending on degrees of complexity and customisation,          

different vendors also compete on advanced capabilities such as revenue and           

return on investment analysis or multi-channel reporting (Digital Marketing Depot          

2015). 

 

Lead management 

 

Many businesses view lead management as an essential part of marketing           

automation. Lead management functionality in marketing automation is built to          

facility lead generation - an important objectives of marketing communications          

particularly in B2B contexts (Buttle & Stan 2015). Lead generation as a concept is              

defined by Ruth Stevens (2013, p.13) as follow: “Lead generation involves           

identifying prospective customers and qualifying their likelihood to buy in advance           

of making a sales call”. 
 

According to Digital Marketing Depot (2015), lead management in marketing          

automation comprises of lead capture, lead scoring and lead nurturing. The           

purpose is not only to find new contacts but to help sales refining high quality               

leads for follow-up (Stevens 2013, Buttle and Stan 2015). Following are further            

explanations on three elements of lead management identified by Digital          

Marketing Depot in a 2015 report: 
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● Lead capture: marketing automation gathers lead contacts from variety of          

sources feeding its database, example of source platforms are website          

visitors, social media, digital campaigns, email marketing respondents,        

event attendances, purchased third-party contact lists, etc. (Digital        

Marketing Depot 2015). Quantitative approach is applied to collect the most           

relevant data based on criteria such as explicit facts, implicit information,           

identification rules and others (Ramos 2009).  

● Lead scoring: A common problem in B2B organisations is sales unable to            

follow-up all the leads while facing many unqualified contacts, in turn comes            

lead scoring feature in automation technology (Dickie 2012). Ginty and          

colleagues (2012) define the purpose of lead scoring is to determine when            

leads are moved from marketing to sales while Michiels (2010) introduces a            

more technical definition as “the numeric quantification of prospect         

engagement”. The logic behind this function is assigning a value to each            

lead based on a predetermined set of criteria or rules, the higher a lead              

scores the more sales-ready it is (Dickie 2012, Digital Marketing Depot           

2015). As a process, first the different attributes used for scoring           

mechanism are determined, then a scoring algorithm is constructed with the           

key element being when a lead become sales qualified (Woods 2009).           

Traditionally lead scoring model has based on behavior and demographic          

data, however new B2B marketing automation vendors have beginned         

offering predictive scoring sourcing data from multi-channels (Digital        

Marketing Depot 2015). 

● Lease nurturing: Digital Marketing Depot (2015) defines this as “the          

process of keeping prospects engaged with the brand through periodic,          

personalised communications or campaigns until they are ready to make a           

purchase”. Marketing automation allows marketers to build trigger-based        

communications or drip marketing campaigns that guide prospects through         

early stages of buyer journey (Ramos 2009, Michiels 2010). Rules can be            

set to automatically send non-sales ready leads timely and relevant          
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contents to advance their interest in one’s product (Dickie 2012). Nurturing           

steps or actions can come pre-built in automation platforms along with the            

ability to customise process, triggers, and contents; the objective is to build            

a relationship between prospects and the brand from early stages (Digital           

Marketing Depot 2015).  

 

Integration 

 

Another critical feature when selecting a marketing automation platform for B2B           

organisation is integration with sales technology (Ramos 2009, Digital Marketing          

Depot 2015). Sales technology is a broad term which includes CRM systems and             

sales automation (Ramos 2009). Such integration is vital to bring marketing and            

sales functions together when working with marketing automation (Ginty et al           

2012).  

 

The principle is to synchronise and share data between marketing and CRM            

system in both directions at frequent intervals (Digital Marketing Depot 2015). Data            

synchronisation allows sales to receive notifications and more data on qualified           

leads (Michiels 2010) while enables marketers to monitor impact of the different            

marketing campaigns (Ginty et al 2012). Woods (2009) highlights that smooth           

transition of prospect data from marketing automation to CRM also helps motivate            

sales to better utilise all leads passed from marketing. Regarding technical aspect,            

many vendors in the market offer native integration with commonly available CRM            

systems as built-in solution, while at the same time provide application           

programming interface (API) and/or app marketplace to support seamless         

integrations (Digital Marketing Depot 2015).  

 

The five core features of marketing automation: campaign management, content          

management, analytics, lead management, and integration all correspond to types          

of CRM technological capability mentioned by Buttle and Stan (2015) (section 2.2)            

which assist the customer life cycle. Besides lead management which primary           

support customer acquisition, the other functionalities all can impact customer          
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retention (Buttle & Stan 2015). Thus there is a base to assume marketing             

automation can have influence on customer relationship management, particularly         

retaining customers. 

 

3.3 Marketing automation and customer retention  
 

A number of authors classify marketing automation as a part of operational CRM             

( Viljoen et al. 2005, Buttle and Stan 2015), considering customer retention is often             

a primary objective of organisation’s CRM strategy (Viljoen et al. 2005, Peng et al.              

2013), there is base to assume existing linkage between the two phenomenons.            

However, observing the literature scene, it is possible to conclude that current            

research environment is (1) lack of academic research on the specific influences            

of marketing automation on each component of customer relationship         

management especially customer retention; (2) provided with number of industrial          

researches on the topic however majority present general statistics instead of in            

depth studies. 

 

The most relevant studies related to this paper’s research topic are industrial            

researches. One of which was conducted by Regalix in 2015 on use of marketing              

automation in B2B sector. It reveals that only 37% of respondents chose “increase             

customer retention” as one of their key automation objectives; while 45% selected            

“increase customer acquisition”. This result is disheartening considering the topic          

of this research. Another research which gives a slightly more positive result on             

B2B marketing automation is a study conducted by Gleanster and Act-On (2015)            

which surveyed 750 B2B marketers; their results show that among the top            

performers 50% respondents selected marketing automation as a tool supporting          

customer retention, while the number is 69% for that of customer acquisition. The             

study recorded that the top performers utilised purchase history and segmentation           

criteria for customer retention campaigns, they used data to automate customer           

communications. Although customisation of creative and copy takes time, it had           

paid off for organisations which put efforts into capitalising available data and            

technologies such as marketing automation, as they was able to seize up-sell and             
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cross-sell opportunities. ( Gleanster and Act-On 2015) Results from these         

industrial research suggest that marketing automation may be utilised by B2B           

marketers for customer retention efforts. However, since the results of the two            

researches differ, and they did not provide in-depth understanding of the matter,            

there is still the need for further study i.e. this research paper.  

 

In an attempt to examine connection between the two constructs, customer           

retention and marketing automation, below figure was drafted based on reviewed           

concepts in existing literature. Although it will not be used as research hypothesis,             

the figure summarises essential information serve as foundation for the thesis           

offering relevant background information of the two main aspects. The upper           

section of the figure illustrates seven customer retention strategies practiced by           

organisations and six factors influencing customer retention. The lower part          

includes five most common functional components of marketing automation         

solution. The center of this study is represented by upward arrows linking            

marketing automation to customer retention through retention strategies and         

determinants. They depict that marketing automation as a technological tool has           

an effect on customer retention, either directly supporting customer retention          

activities or indirectly through influencing factors. This figure is also referred to as             

a general framework throughout this paper. 
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Figure 6: Summary of marketing automation and customer retention attribute 

 

It is worth highlighting that due to the exploratory nature of the research, this              

framework serves merely as a foundation providing understanding of the two main            

variables. However, it does not dictate the research process, data collection and            

analysis; as the research’s goals to examine the role of marketing automation and             

its relation to customer retention are not explained by the general framework. The             

framework, despite the author's best efforts, holds potential limitations which          

should be recognised. The selection of customer retention activities and          

influencers, because were based on vast number of previous literature, lacks of            

consistency and total coherence. They were selected as the most common           

suggestions among academic researchers but purely from company’s perspective,         

some other attributes were left out due to companies inability to control or             

influence them. In addition, some factors may not have any relation to marketing             
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automation (such as Value & Price, Creating bonds, etc.) but they were still listed              

to provide a complete view on customer retention. Regarding marketing          

automation capabilities, due to the variety and complexity of the current market,            

selected functions were simplified to fit the scope of this study. More advanced             

capabilities exist for both custom softwares and off-the-rack tools; but those listed            

here are the most common and standardised. These limitations are recognised           

throughout the conduct of this study, and will be highlighted when necessary.  
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 

4.1 Research purpose  

 

Having clear purpose is essential for any well-conducted research. Traditionally,          

three possible purposes of a research project are recognised: to explore, to define,             

and to explain (Robson 2002). An exploratory research is a way to answer the              

question “ what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to access              

a phenomena in a new light” - Robson (2002, p59). Robson (2002, p77) suggests              

flexible qualitative strategies in collecting and analysing empirical evidence is most           

appropriate for exploratory study. Descriptive research - which somes see as an            

extension or a piece of explanatory research (Saunders et al. 2009, p140) - aims              

to “portray an accurate profile of persons, events, or situation” - Robson (2002,             

p59). Results from a descriptive research is often seen as a precursor to             

explanation. Studies which goal is gaining explanation of a specific problem or            

situation, and establishing causal relationships between variables are called         

explanatory research. (Saunders et al. 2009, p140) 

 

According to Cooper and Pamela (2013), exploratory studies can serve area of            

investigation where important variables may not be thoroughly defined, and maybe           

so new or so vagues that a researcher needs to do an exploration to learn about                

the dilemma facing the manager. From review of previous literature, it is possible        

to state that the nature of this research fits into this description, thus admittedly it is                

primarily of exploratory nature. Its ultimate goal is to explore how marketing            

automation can enable B2B firms, particularly for customer retention purposes.          

The paper so far has addressed the evolvement of B2B marketing with emerge of              

marketing automation as a new solution. Different factors and activities which           

organisations could used to retain customers are included in the literature review.            

Moving forward, the research will focus on the role of marketing automation for             

B2B firms, specifically in their customer retention efforts. (1) The first goal is to              

validate factors and strategies influencing customer retention mentioned in the          

literature review from managerial perspectives. It is necessary as they can           
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determine how marketing automation will be used to influence customer retention.           

(2) Next is to explore the role of marketing automation as a technology for B2B               

executives; this subsequently includes the changes that are brought by          

implementation of the tool to companies. (3) Perhap third is the most important             

goal - to identify valuable capabilities of marketing automation and evaluate how            

they can be used to retain customers. (4) Last is to evaluate the overall business               

effects of marketing automation solution in order to justify its implementation from            

managerial perspective.  

 

4.2 Data collection  

 

Primary data and secondary data are the most common levels of information used             

in researches. While primary sources refers to the original work of a research with              

raw data collected by the researcher, secondary sources are interpretations of           

primary data provided by external party, such as handbooks, textbook, magazine,           

public databases, etc. (Cooper and Pamela 2013) As discovered after review of            

previous literature, little amount of data on this research topic is available from             

public domain. It is most convenient and sensible for the author to focus on              

collecting primary data, to maintain consistent standard as well as focus on the             

target topics.  

 

Another distinction is drawn by many authors regarding type of data: qualitative            

and quantitative (Saunder et al. 2009). Saunders and colleagues summarise a list            

of distinctions between the two types in their publication in 2009: while qualitative             

data based on meanings expressed through words quantitative data is based on            

meaning derived from numbers; the first results in non-standardised data which           

must be classified into categories whilst the latter gives numerical and           

standardised data. Considering the study’s exploratory nature, qualitative data with          

meaning expressed through words rather than numbers, and its results in           

non-standardised data is most appropriate for this research. 
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Qualitative data is also align with the three principal ways to conduct an             

exploratory research listed by Saunders and colleagues (2009), including (1) a           

search of the literature, (2) interviewing experts in the subject, and (3) conducting             

focus group interviews. For qualitative primary data, interviewing with experts are           

seen as the most suitable means to collect data for this paper. There are different               

ways to categorise interviews, the most common divide it into three main groups:             

structured interview, semi-structured interview, and unstructured interview.       

Structured interviews use predetermined and identical set of questions, where          

each questions must be asked in the exact same order and manner.            

Semi-structured and unstructured interviews, on the other hand, are more flexible;           

they are classified as qualitative research interviews. Semi-structured interviews         

cover a list of themes and questions, however some questions and be omitted or              

added and their order may change depending on the conversation. Unstructured           

interviews are the the most informal, which proceed without guideline although           

interviewer is required to understand the topic and know research problems           

thoroughly. (Saunder et al. 2009) Semi-structured interview has been chosen as           

means of data collection in this case. The themes and questions are predefined,             

however no answer alternatives are given to interviewees. Depending to each           

interaction, orders of the questions may be adjusted. Because a general           

framework - based on review of existing literature - is used as foundation of the               

paper, unstructured interview was not considered.  

 

The questions were developed and divided into two main themes: customer           

retention and marketing automation. Sub-topics were created for each theme          

according to objectives of the research, with each topic has from 1 to 4 questions.               

Following is the general structure of the interviews, detailed list of questions are             

attached in Appendix 1 

● Customer retention 

○ Background information of customer relationship management 

○ Organisational strategy for customer retention 

● Marketing automation 

○ Background information of marketing automation implementation 
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○ The role of marketing automation as a technology in the organisation 

○ Changes occurred through the use of marketing automation 

○ Marketing automation functionalities and benefits 

○ Use of marketing automation for customer retention 

○ Effects of marketing automation on the business 

 

The target interviewees were marketing representatives who have experience         

implementing marketing automation solutions in/for B2B organisations, and        

possibly some marketing experts from consulting firms. Considering geographical         

constraint, these interviewees are the most accessible, hence are located in           

Finland.  

 

The same basic semi-structure were used for 6 out of 7 of the interviews with an                

exception of an expert interview. While the remaining 6 respondents answered on            

behalf of their current or former organisation, the industry expert responded in            

regard to B2B organisations in generals. As the result, his interview focused more             

on the second section of the questionnaire on marketing automation rather than            

the first. This adjustment, however, should not affect the outcome of the research. 

 

4.3 The interviewees 

 

To serve this study’s perspective, target interviewees were marketing experts who           

have experience implementing marketing automation solutions in B2B        

organisations and consultants who have worked with B2B clients on the matter.            

Because of the author’s geographical constraint, the most accessible interviewees          

are located in Finland. Although marketing automation has gained significant          

attention worldwide in recent years, implementation of the technology is not yet            

matured in Finnish market. People who have the best understanding of marketing            

automation are often from consulting companies offering services for B2B          

organisations. Although there are pioneers who have taken the tool into use, only             

a few are able to utilise its full potentials. Despite such limitation, this study chose               

to focus more on experienced marketer’ perspective over that of a consultant. The             
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reason is although consultant’s opinions may provide a holistic view of the            

phenomenon, only marketers themselves can reflect on their company’s customer          

relationship strategy and reveal potential connection between marketing        

automation and customer retention. 

 

The number of interviewes were not predetermined but rather using the           

discretionary sample approach in attempt to understand a phenomenon. Therefore          

interviews were conducted for as long as new information occurs within a            

restricted timeframe. Regarding interviewee’s profiles, all participants have work         

experience relate to marketing automation and six out of seven experts had been             

in marketing management position at their own case companies. One of the            

interviewees was director of a consulting firm, who approached the interview from            

industry expert’s perspective. Six other experts are marketers working for pioneer           

organisations sharing information from user side, among them three represent          

service industry and three represent information technology (IT) industry.         

Following table encloses profiles of the seven interviewees, one of the expert’s            

information has been altered following his request for anonymity. 

 

Table 1: Profile of research interviewees 

Name Title Organisation Interview 
length 

Tatu Patronen 
Inbound Marketing 
Manager 

Gapps Oy 55ms 

Juha 
Kuokkanen 

Marketing Manager  Visma Solutions Oy 72ms 

Nea Kolmonen Marketing Manager Arcusys Oy  60ms 

Tomi Yrjölä Inbound Director Vipu International Oy 50ms 

Johanna 
Pakkanen 

Marketing Director Blancco Oy 57ms 
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Mikko Rindell Content Strategist Valve Oy 70ms 

TT Marketing Manager Services Oy 85ms 

 

As company business strategies were included as part of the interviews, the            

organisation's and interviewee’s names are not referred to directly in later sections            

of this paper to avoid revealing confidential information of represented          

organisations. An exception is made for the expert consultant who is referred to as              

industry consultant, other interviewees are named in numerical codes and “he”           

pronoun. Numerical codes are for the author to identify these expert, however they             

do not follow the same order of profiling table above. While names of represented              

companies are not included, their industrial sector - either service or IT in this case               

- are acknowledged in data analyses.  

 

4.3 Data analysis  

 

There are two commonly recognised approach to data collection and analysis in            

academic research: deductive (from general to particular) and inductive (from          

particular to general) reasoning (Saunders et al. 2009). Using a deductive           

approach means one will seek to use existing theory to shape the qualitative             

research process and data analysis; while an inductive approach means one           

seeks to build up a theory that is adequately grounded in data (Saunders et al.               

2009). According to Patton (2002, p.453), qualitative research is often inductive in            

its early stages, where patterns, themes and categories are researcher’s goals to            

discover from data. For this study, there is not yet a clearly defined theoretical           

framework on the effect of marketing automation on customer retention in B2B            

marketing to be used as determinant of this research process and data analysis.             

Previous literature was used merely to created a general framework covering           

attributes of research’s key concepts. Thus, this research set out to discover the             

specific pattern of each phenomenon from which to derive possible linkage           
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between them. With its exploratory nature, inductive seasoning was chosen as the            

most suitable approach for this study.  

 

This paper adopts a five-step method data analysis for long interview developed            

by McCracken in 1988: (1) reading and reviewing interview transcript to           

understand contents and identify observations; (2) observations are developed         

into preliminary categories based on evidence presented in the transcripts and           

literature review; (3) preliminary codes are examined to identify connections and           

develop pattern codes; (4) determining basic themes using clusters of interview           

comments and research memos; and (5) examining themes from all interviews           

across groupings (McCracken 1988). It is noteworthy that this research coding           

process followed the general interview structure, however, the actual codes were           

not formulated using the interview questions themselves. The preliminary codes          

were identified based on evidence presented throughout the whole transcripts and           

literature reviews. Pattern codes were filtered according to their frequency and           

relevancy. Themes were determined based on groups of pattern codes in relation            

to the research questions and purposes. Lastly, predominant themes serve as           

answers to the research questions. 

 

4.4 Reliability and validity 

 

For the scope and mean of this study, the research method and number of              

participants can be considered moderately valid. The research participants are all           

experienced marketing experts, some of whom are the pioneers of marketing           

automation in Finland. Hence, their opinions are accounted as credible and can be             

highly valuable for fellow marketers. The interviews were conducted in semi-formal           

manner at length, allowing all parties to express their ideas thoroughly. All            

interviews were recorded under agreed permissions and transcribed carefully into          

text format for analyses. The documented data was consequently analysed          

conscientiously following the aforementioned five-step method. The chosen data         

analysis approach is suitable for in depth interviewees, with the codes and themes             

being carefully selected and examined throughout analysis process.  
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Although following this reliable process, there are limitations to be considered           

when assess the data’s validity. Regarding the data sample, the research           

participants are from limited networks due to constraints of time and resource,            

which might pose as potential limitation of the research. Particularly as all research             

interviewees are from Finland, their perspectives are highly dependent on the           

current situation of Finnish B2B market. Thus the conclusions might not represent            

complete picture of international B2B sector, and the geographical region must be            

noted while reading this paper. As part of semi-structure interviews, although each            

response is reliable, their comparability might not be completely consistent as the            

questions were slightly altered according to situational conditions. Furthermore,         

although all familiar with marketing automation, the research participants present          

different level of experiences with the tool. They also have worked with different             

marketing automation platforms, their responses might be affected by their          

experiences and the diversity among specific products. 

 

The interviews were conducted in English languages, which is not the mother            

tongue of neither the author nor the interviewees. Language, although did not            

cause serious misunderstanding or communication barrier, had occasionally led to          

minor pauses in the interviewing process. Since six of the seven interviews were             

conducted via conference calls, technical issues were also recorded as origin of            

several interruptions despite not interfering with the research findings. These          

communication issues are recognised and might have minor influences on the           

research’s data.  
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5 FINDINGS  

 

This sections review findings from interviews with the research’s participants. The           

following content will validate factors and strategies influencing customer retention          

from managerial perspectives (section 5.1), explore the role of marketing          

automation as a technology in B2B firms (section 5.2), and identify valuable            

functionalities of marketing automation and their benefits for these organisations          

(section 5.3).  

 

5.1 Customer retention factors and strategies in B2B  

 

This section includes findings on the factors and strategies influencing customer           

retentions from marketer’s perspective. The presented results are derived from          

responses of six experts who are marketers working for pioneer organisations,           

with the exception of the industry consultant as his interview was conducted from             

industry consultant’s perspective.  

5.1.1 Factors influencing customer retention 

 

During the first part of the interviews, participants were asked why they think their              

customers continue doing business with them. With the same result as in            

reviewing of literature, research participants perceived customer loyalty as         

alternative term for customer retention rather than an influencing factor. All           

interviewees confirmed the importance of customer loyalty for their whole          

organisation as it is an obvious element in retaining customers. They recognised            

that customer loyalty not only bring direct financial benefits from repurchases and            

up-sales but also have great reference values from marketing perspective. Five of            

the six organisation marketers mentioned utilising customer references in their          

marketing efforts such as in videos, marketing boards and at events.  

 

When identifying the factors affecting customer’s tendency to retain business          

relationships, the experts reveal four main factors: product and service quality,           
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relationship commitment, customer satisfaction and happiness and customer trust.         

With the exception of switching barriers - most common factor acknowledged by            

academic researches - was not considered by any interviewees as having great            

effect on their own customer retention strategy, the aforementioned factors all           

align with the reviewed literature (section 2.3).  

 

Product and service quality is ultimately most agreed among all experts as an             

crucial factor influencing customer retention, which confirms previous authors’         

suggestion that value and service quality are determinants of retention (section           

2.3) All six interviewees emphasised that their clients choose to stay because of             

high quality product and service rather than price factor. Interviewee 4           

demonstrates this point in his answer: “One of the thing is our product …. People               

are different, some only care about price but we are not in the pricing competition               

and we do not want to be. We want them to see values in our product and why we                   

are different”. He highlighted that value is the reason why his customers continues              

their business relationships, he indicated service as the second important element           

besides the product contributing to this value. Quality service was also underlined            

by interviewee 2 in his response “ The main point is the work that we do, it is fast,                  

we provide near deadline of project… it is the work ethic that drive the customers               

to us”. Interviewee 6 listed both product and service along side trust as key              

attributes why his clients continues their businesses. Most of the experts in this             

study agreed that for their organisation quality product and service are prioritised            

over price competition, as said by interviewee 5 “we are not the cheapest, we try               

to offer better services than our competitors”. Reflecting on literature review, this            

factor presents both customer perceived value and service quality presented in           

academic papers to certain extend.  

 

Relationship commitment is the second most common factor and was stressed           

by five out of six company representatives, which aligns with previous authors            

(Gustafsson et al. 2006, Sharma and Patterson 2000). The interviewees          

emphasised the importance of relationship commitment and desire to develop          

continuous relationships with their clients. For them, long-term relationship is a           
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major attribute in customer’s tendency to retain with their business, as mature            

relationship often results in higher level of trust and loyalty. This point is             

demonstrated in interview 6’s response: “ There are many relationship with          

customers that have continued for years … they know that we deliver the things              

that we promised within promised timetable, they are happy to order, they know             

what they want”. Customer relationship is highly dependent on interpersonal          

relationships between customers and organisation’s representatives such as key         

account managers. As indicated by interviewee 3: “the biggest and most important            

clients we have are because the clients and our people have been working             

together for 10 of years … it is definitely about personal relationship, there are              

people in our organisations who have been with clients for years so it is kind of                

comes with the persons as well”. Further, strategic partnership was implied by            

interviewee 6 as another relationship dimension that contributes to customer’s          

commitment. Comparing to the literature, relationship commitment here concerns         

affective commitment more than calculative commitment (Gustafsson et al. 2006),          

particularly when switching barriers was not recognised by any interviewee. 

 

Customer satisfaction and happiness was expressed in four out of the six            

responses included in this section. The interviewees affirmed value of satisfied           

customers and noted satisfaction as a goal in their organisations’ strategic goal -             

evidenced in interviewee 5’s answer: “our main target is always to make sure that              

our customers are satisfied”. Similarly, interviewee 2 and 4 both implied that            

customer satisfaction and happiness are emphasised throughout the whole         

organisation. Interestingly, the term happiness were mentioned by several         

interviewees as a key in customer relationships, in principle happiness exceeds           

satisfaction as it means enhancing customer’s experiences beyond their product          

purchasing and consuming process. The concept of customer happiness,         

unfortunately, was not covered by reviewed literature (section 2.3). Interviewee 4           

explained his approach to customer happiness as: “We want them (employees) to            

have the mindset of customer focused, that they are eager to make our customer              

success. I think the only way we can grow is that our customers are happy and                

they are better with their business.” 
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Customer trust, listed as a retention determinant by previous authors          

( Ranaweera and Prabhu 2013, Morgan & Hunt 1994) although was directly           

mentioned by only two interviewees, was implied in responses of others.           

Interviewee 6 framed trust as factor influencing retention besides product and           

service quality. He further added that trust allows open communication between           

customers and the organisation. Also relevant to trust concept, the company           

experts outlined several attributes as contributors to customer trust, including          

reputation, knowledge and expertise, and references. According to their         

responses, companies with good brand image as market leader or association           

with reliable partner organisations are viewed as reputable, hence they are           

perceived as reliable by customers. Based on answers from interviewee 1, 3, 5,             

and 6, business knowledge can increase trust as it is often equated with quality by               

customers, firm’s possession of expertise can be shown in resources or official            

recognitions from third parties. Reference from buyers was commonly addressed          

as a source for trust, however this largely influences acquiring new customers            

rather than retaining existing ones. For existing clients to continue purchasing,           

their own experiences have greater effect.  

5.1.2 Retention strategies and activities 

 

When discussing the different strategies used to retain customers, the          

respondents revealed a number of approaches which fall into the same categories            

acknowledged by academic authors (section 2.4): creating bonds, personalisation,         

monitoring customer relationship, engaging customers, customer care and        

providing added value.  

 

All company representatives indicated activities that can be classified as creating           

bonds, in which social bonds (Buttle & Stan 2015) appeared particularly frequent.            

Interviewee 6 reveals that his organisation enhances social bonds with customers           

via their people, particularly key account managers, as he stated: “It all starts with              

the people ... that’s the most important part and all the rest come along with that.”                
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While the three service provides benefits directly from their interpersonal contacts           

with customers, the IT companies utilise events and support personnels as ways            

to establish social bonds with customers. Interviewees 4 expressed: “Our          

customer relationship is basically online-based. That’s why it’s important to have           

events where people can see faces of people who they have been talking to”.              

Having company employee working at customer’s premise is seen as effective           

way to maintain continuous relationship at professional level by interviewee 2 and            

6: “Our developers and coders come and work at customer premise ... that’s a              

good chance to keep our eyes and ears open for other possible things that we can                

help the customer with.” - interviewee 6. He also disclosed the use of strategic              

bonds in his organisation to enhance customer loyalty by dividing customers into            

value-based segments and providing strategic partnerships to those with highest          

values.  

 

Personalisation is the second strategies that was affirmed by the six           

interviewees. However, due to the research’s marketing context, personalised         

communication appears most frequently in the responses. In fact, the companies’           

utilisation of marketing automation software, which will be discussed in later part of             

this research’s findings, is greatly connected to this strategy. These marketers           

recognised the benefit of personalised contents and chose to implement marketing           

automation to deliver personalised, timely and targeted messages. Interviewee 6          

gave an example of this practise: “Normally current customers talk a lot with key              

account manager … we try to customised those (more generic messages) and we             

send them on key account manager behalf, … customise the recipient and            

sender”. Product and service’s personalisation was indicated by five of the           

experts. While the service providers rely heavily on their staff to provide services             

according each customer’s needs, IT companies on the other hand construct           

customisation with product development and via support personnels. In the case           

of interviewee 4, his firm offers off-the-shelf software product with smart user            

interface that adjust according to customer’s specific cases.  
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Monitoring relationship with customer is the third strategy that unanimously          

addressed by the six company representatives. All interviewees mentioned they          

have some form of CRM system storing customer database and following sales            

activities besides a marketing automation tool. Interviewees 1, 4, 5 communicated           

that their organisations have systematic methods to collect customer feedbacks          

continuously, intriguingly all in the form of net promoter score (NPS). A more             

traditional method is employed by companies of interviewee 2 and 6, where            

annual meetings are conducted to review customer relationships, particularly with          

larger clients. For project-based customers, interviewee 2 mentioned: “After a          

project there is a formal survey about how well they have adopted (product) but              

also about how good was our service. We try to learn from those survey about               

how to improve our service even further.” Three of the experts also mentioned             

analyse of these customer feedbacks as part of their practise. Interviewee 6 noted             

that his firm evaluates NPS and have immediate reaction when the score falls             

under certain level. 

 

From the interviews, it appears all experts try to engage customers with            

marketing communications. It is common for any B2B organisation to maintain           

direct contacts with customers for quality assurance, as demonstrated in answers           

of interviewee 2, 3, 6: “With our biggest and most important clients, it’s constant              

communications (by account manager and project team) ” - interviewee 3.           

However, engaging customers via marketing communication channels is used to          

boost customer's connection to the brand. Monthly newsletter was mentioned the           

most, following by webinars, blogs, social media and event as channels           

companies use to reach their clients. The experts outlined a number of message             

types: ranging from news, invitations, up-sales promotions to educational contents          

on technologies, industry landscape or lifestyle. An additional channel mentioned          

only by interviewee 4 is community, which his company utilises to encourage            

customers to create support contents and participate in conversations online.          

Besides improving customer’s involvement, this strategy also provides immediate         

business value as addressed by interviewee 2: “It (webinar participation) has           

shown the interest of people in other products. We have taken that information and              
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applied it in our business so that we are expanding not just providing services for               

(product) but for other softwares.”  

 

The respondents were asked about their organisations’ approach on customer          

support activities which are categorised as customer care . Majority of the           

presented companies appear to have dedicated resources and process for          

customer support and customer experience. However there is a distinction          

between the IT firms and service providers in the way their support activities are              

implemented. All three IT firms reported to rely on customer help portal to receive              

and resolve customer requests and collect feedbacks and ideas to develop their            

products, these activities are carried out by either customer support or product            

management team. External resources can also be used for support activities as            

in the case of interviewee 4’s company: “It (open community) is for user to user               

communication so sometimes our employees don't have time to reply and           

someone else has replied we can just thank them. We have lots of accounting              

offices as partners and we encourage them to be there to answer questions and to               

raise their professional status”. The service providers, on the other hand, depend            

on their service teams and key account managers to handle customer support            

activities. For them, a clear service model is necessary, as conveyed by            

interviewee 5: “How to make sure that the customer are happy is that we have a                

service model, which designs how our service works and how we operate with             

customers, so we have the theme modeled and customer always know who to             

contact and and who are the person behind each phrase.” 

 

All the experts manifested their wish to enhance customer experiences, one           

apparent approach was through providing added values to customers. The most           

noticeable type of added value expressed by four interviewees, interestingly not           

suggested by Buttle and Stan (2015), is bringing insightful and relevant           

knowledge. Training sections on products and services are presented free of           

charge, thus customers can gain greater benefits from their existing purchases.           

Further, these companies offer inspirational contents, as stated by interviewee 4:           

“what people want is training but we also want to inspire them for their day to day                 
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work.”. Comparing to reviewed literature on added values, although sales          

promotion was not directly affirmed by any interviewees, the same four experts            

confirmed promoting up- and cross-sales opportunities. Their firms offer customers          

additional products or services according to their needs directly or via online            

channels aiming to draw interests in the pursuit of up-sales. Two responses            

implied a hierarchical rank among their customers where the most valuable clients            

have access to exclusive benefits or receive higher prioritised services.          

Interviewee 6 revealed his organisation also offers entertainment perks to clients.           

Event was often mentioned as a channel for customers to expand their networks;             

the customer community of Interviewee 4’s firm, a aforementioned, is another           

communal group for customers to exchange knowledge on the product.  

 

Reflecting on the literature reviews in section 2.4, six of out the seven retention              

strategies identified by previous researchers were indicated in the responses. The           

only missing strategy is customer delight as suggested by Buttle and Stan (2015),             

however, it is noteworthy that customer delight as to exceed customer           

expectations is not restricted to any practice but usually adopted as a mission by              

executives. This same mission came acrossed in more than one interviews when            

the experts talk about customer happiness: “We recognised that everything that           

we do with the customer is related to customer happiness” - Interviewee 2 and “...               

something we have talked about a lot in our meetings, about customer success             

and happiness, and we love our customers” - Interviewee 4.  

 

5.2 Marketing automation’s role in B2B  

 

Results from the interview responses are used as benchmark in determining the            

role of marketing automation in B2B sectors. Form this section onward, answers            

from the industry consultant will be included in the findings. The industry            

consultant offered general perspectives of B2B firms using his experiences as a            

marketing automation consultant whilst other interviewees presented their answers         

from their own organisation’s perspective same as in previous findings (section           

5.1). 
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5.2.1 Firm’s motivations to use MA 

 

Internal motives were identified by the experts as reasons why their organisations            

originally decided to adopt marketing automation solutions, including to send and           

follow targeted messages, to better handle lead generation, to increase efficiency           

with automation, and overall to manage the whole customer journey. According to            

four of the interviewees, their consideration to implement marketing automation          

starts from their needs to send better targeted messages to prospects and            

customers . Further, they also wished to get insights on their audience’s interests            

and behaviors for timely reactions, as indicated in interviewee 3’s answer: “We            

need to understand what kinds of content our clients and prospects consume so             

we can include other sales activities at the right time”. These marketers are aware              

of marketing automation’s capabilities which allow them to segment their          

recipients, design targeted campaigns, and follow up on each campaign’s          

performance.  

 

The process of handling leads appears to be problematic for few of the             

represented organisations, thus they looked into marketing automation to revise          

their lead generation process . The motive was addressed by interviewee 1: “We            

wanted to improve marketing and sales process, so we can provide sales more             

nurtured leads”. This affirmed the problematic gap in passing leads from marketing            

to sales as mentioned by Wiersema (2013) and Michiels (2010) in literature            

reviews. Besides lead nurturing, capturing leads through better use of content and            

targeted campaign was also highlighted as a motive for interviewee 3’s firm.            

Three of the experts indicated aiming for higher efficiency was the main reason             

why they took marketing automation into use. Interviewee 4 said: “ The first reason             

was we need marketing to be more efficient … to be faster and more effective in                

marketing”. Practically, it can be described as: “to automate some of the            

messages that we already had, and to better promote them.” - Interviewee 2. The              

industry consultant offered a more broad approach in his answer by expressing a             

similar opinion to that of scholars. According to his answer, firms need marketing             
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automation to influence their customers at all stage of buyer journey ,           

especially when facing the changing customer behaviors. 

 

For some of the represented firms, the implementation of marketing automation           

was a marketing and sales decision. However, for half of the firms, the tool was               

adopted according to upper-management’s choice. This may reflects marketing         

automation’s position as an emerging trend, which was recognised by most of the             

interviewees. They see marketing automation as important for modern marketers          

and organisations when dealing with the changing B2B market, same as           

highlighted by previous authors (section 3.1). The industry consultant, although          

stated that not all companies must use the tool, he still emphasised: “I think that it                

(marketing automation) is inevitable, our ability to manage the customer          

experience has changed forever, companies do have to understand that they can’t            

do it manually if they want to be part of the digital world so they need some sort of                   

technology for that.” 

5.2.2 Marketing automation’s position in B2B companies 

 

Reviewing the position of marketing automation, four out of the six interviewees            

see it as a strategic information system, while three respondents perceive           

marketing automation as more of an operational tool. Supporters of the first view             

see potential of marketing automation as: “It (marketing automation) should be           

kind of the strategic center and the motor of all marketing actions” - Interviewee 6.               

Meanwhile, interviewee 4 expressed the latter perspective as: “It (marketing          

automation) is an operational tool which support our strategy, it is used on day to               

day bases”, although he also stated: “It (marketing automation) should not be just             

a tool, it should be a process. It should be a help for you to deliver your insights                  

and strategies to customers”. Noticeably, three of the four marketers who see            

marketing automation as strategic tool emphasised that their organisations were          

not yet able to fully utilised the technology and used it mostly at operational level.               

From experiences working with different companies, the industry consultant         

offered his view: “for a marketer it (marketing automation) is an operational tool on              
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a tactical level but it is an environment that will not function unless you have a                

strong strategy in place.” This concludes marketers can see marketing automation           

differently, regardless it is certainly adopted for daily operations that support firm’s            

strategies. Further, all expert answers reveal that the use of marketing automation            

should be a strategic  decision in order for firm to benefit from the tool.  

 

Regarding marketing automation’s relation to the stages of B2B customer journey,           

all participants agreed that it can be used to both acquire new customers and              

retain existing ones. This affirms Biegel (2009)’s suggested workflow of marketing           

automation as mentioned in section 3.2.2. Interviewee 1 emphasised when using           

the technology, firms should find the balance between communications with          

customers and attempts to reach new prospects. The industry consultant          

suggested “an evolutionary path” companies can follow when implementing         

marketing technology: (1) first is to improve lead generation, (2) then to increase             

up-sales to existing clients, and (3) finally is to enhance customer experience.            

When discussing the role of marketing automation in comparison to CRM systems,            

most experts viewed them as complementary technologies. Although the industry          

consultant mentioned the possibility of having marketing automation and CRM          

functionalities in a 360-type system which can replace existing CRM, his view was             

vendor-specific and is not applicable for all marketing automation solutions.          

Separation between marketing automation and CRM is made in most of the            

represented firms where marketing automation is a tool for daily activities of            

marketers while CRM serves mainly sales personnel.  

5.2.3 Requirements for MA implementation 

 

Several requirements surfaced during the discussions on company’s        

implementation of marketing automation tool, ranging from resources, change in          

marketing approach, cross-functional alignment to technical integration. Resource        

was most commonly addressed, as all interviewees highlighted the same          

messages: “It is marketing tool, it is not a person who is doing it, so you always                 

need a person to be active behind it” - Interviewee 2 and “It requires effort, time,                
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energy at the beginning to put the process in place but eventually it make the               

workload easier” - Interviewee 6. A common misconception of marketing          

automation is the technology can replace marketers, however as pointed out by            

the experts, firms must commit time and human resources at the beginning in             

order to gain full benefits. The tool also requires more digital-oriented           

competences from marketers such as creating contents, campaigns, data         

analytics, etc., which can lead to personnel changes within an organisation.           

Besides human resource, financial budget must be assigned for marketing          

automation tool as for smaller companies, “the implementation can be quite           

expensive depends on if you are doing yourself or use a provider” - Interviewee 2.               

Despite being a trendy phenomenon, these resources should be carefully          

considered when a company choose to implement marketing automation. 

 

The second requirement raised in the interviews is about the changes in marketing             

strategy and approach which must come along with marketing automation. Three           

of the experts stressed the fundamental change in communications from reaching           

the mass market to targeting quality contacts. Further, long-term planning became           

highly relevant for half of the experts. As marketing automation enables campaign            

workflow, marketers are required to create relevant contents and logical paths           

ahead. On the same note, content creation was overwhelmingly warned by the            

experts as pertinent. The industry consultant saw this as part of companies’            

transition from outbound to inbound marketing when commit to marketing          

automation, as they must “understanding the role of content in being able to             

compete in digitalised marketing environment”. Rising need for contents has           

consequential impact on resources as aforementioned, marketers either acquire         

new resources or are forced to switch priorities from other tasks. In addition,             

cross-functional alignment - especially between marketing and sales - was          

addressed in four answers as necessary change to employ marketing automation           

successfully. Interviewee 3 suggested that marketing automation requires not only          

commitment from marketing personnel but also from other functions: “ when          

starting using MA it is good to have marketing, sales and even IT to be on the                 

same table to discuss what we are aiming in the first phase and to agree the first                 
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objective of the project so everybody on the same line.” The industry consultant             

emphasised the alignment between marketing and sales funnels as the second           

stage of setting up marketing automation. He suggested sales’ involvement is           

crucial since they need to utilise information from marketing automation when           

handling leads and customers.  

 

A recurring theme in all interviews is the significance of data quality and system              

integration. Since marketing automation and CRM coexist while serving different          

departments, maintaining timely and accurate data flow is imperative. More than           

half of the experts spoke strongly from personal experiences on the magnitude of             

high-quality data and complete CRM integration. Their firms faced primary          

challenges due to disrupted data and missing continuous synchronisation between          

systems. Considering marketing automation is highly data-oriented, these flaws         

can cause major misstep in marketing communications. All in all, companies           

should consider preceding factors before obtain the marketing technology, starting          

from organisational and marketing strategy to resources, time, and commitment.          

Several advices were offered by the interviewees: “Companies need to think what            

are the company business goal for next years from that to choose whether or not               

to use marketing automation” - Interviewee 5, and the industry consultant noted:            

“The timing has to be right, a company really has to think if it(marketing              

automation) is something deemed as critical ... it’s not a one solution fits all and               

everybody has to jump on board, it’s really depends on the company.” 

5.2.4 Impacts of MA implementation 

 

The experts recognised the first result of marketing automation is higher           

efficiency , in various forms, many of which matches statement of Buttle and Stan             

(2015) on benefits of marketing automation (section 3.2.1). The tool undoubtedly           

enables the marketers to deliver personalised, targeted and timely messages on a            

volume scale, which is more effective than traditional marketing. Besides the           

marketing approach, automation appears to help the marketers themselves to be           

smarter and faster. Interviewee 4 indicated his team had learnt to think deeper             
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when designing campaign workflow with automation. Four of the seven          

interviewees stated it brings them measurable results from marketing campaigns,          

allowing them to compare their initial goals against the outcomes. With the tool,             

marketers are able to follow customer behaviors and react fast with relevant            

responses. The industry consultant emphasised real-time present and higher         

responsiveness as key of automation. Further, most of the interviewees addressed           

metrics and statistics as major gain from marketing automation. Its ability to track,             

collect, and store customer information alongside reporting function helps the          

marketers to better understand their targets, while being aware of their own            

performances.  

 

Similar to Cummings and Blitzer’s claim (2010), the industry consultant suggested           

that use of marketing automation should equate a fundamental change in firm’s            

marketing and sales process : moving away from traditional passive approach to           

influence customers early on in their decision making process. In practice, the            

company experts stated marketing automation did not transform their marketing          

and sales process. Regardless, some indeed saw the effect of marketing           

automation in their sales results. Customer and lead nurturing was recognised as            

primary outcome for sales and marketing. This, however, varies among different           

marketing strategies. Those who invested in lead nurturing saw more qualified           

leads being delivered to sales. For some other respondents, this was seen as             

potential but require more work to fully realised. Another influence on sales and             

marketing is knowledge transfer between the two functions, as acknowledged by           

interviewee 3. Sharing his view, interviewee 5 said: “It (marketing automation)           

makes marketing and sales department much closers together so they can work            

toward the same goals.” An example of this collaborative relationship is given by             

interviewee 2: “for sales when they are talking with a client and hear that the client                

is interested in something, sales can add that as an event in our marketing              

automation system which can trigger email campaign for that client related to the             

product that he was interested in”, for his firm’s marketing automation “is boosting             

marketing and sales results quite a lot.”  
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Regarding the impact of marketing automation on their customer relationship          

management, most of the experts said the technology did not cause radical            

changes in their CRM process. The effect of the technology on CRM is observed              

as greatly dependent on integration. Interviewee 2 - whose firm employed           

complete CRM integration - was able to see: “This (marketing automation) has            

made CRM easier as we can automatically update our client information in our             

database”. Nevertheless, four of the interviewees indicated they were able to gain            

more insights and understandings on their customers and prospects through          

automation useage. Although not being able to confirm dramatic effect of           

marketing automation on customer retention, almost half of the respondents          

confirmed the tool enhanced their communications with customers. Changes could          

be seen in statistics such as “from open rate and click through rate, we could see                

that there was lots of improvement” or in person “the trade show marketing got              

good results from customers, there were more customers visited” - said           

interviewee 1. Similarly, interviewee 2 and 4’s companies were able to see            

increases in number of webinars participants, which consequently “has shown the           

interest of people in other products” - interviewee 2. Further, two of the             

interviewees implied that targeted campaigning with marketing automation can         

retain customers as they are more engaged.  

 

All the interviewees acknowledged the impact of marketing automation can          

potentially reflect on return on investment (ROI) and revenue. However, none           

of the six represented companies were able to provide precise proof of financial             

gains from the tool. The industry consultant, on the other hand, gave an example              

of monetary benefits in one of his former company: Over a twelve month period,              

the firm’s website traffic increased four times while leads grown ten times; thus             

100% of new clients were sourced from marketing automation’s leads. The trickle            

down effect resulted in a tripling of revenue in the following year. (cited from article               

by Hubspot, 2017 provided by the industry consultant) The experts addressed           

challenges in measuring return on investment of marketing automation, particularly          

due to long customer conversion cycle and ambiguity in determining sales source.            

Three of the interviewees recognised that automation’s financial benefit does not           
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appear in short-term period. Interviewee 3 admitted “To be honest, there are only             

a few companies in Finland who have done this long enough that they can see the                

ROI”. The industry consultant stressed the importance of long-term commitment,          

as companies might face disappointments if looking for quick results.   

 

Almost all six interviewees who present end-user’s perspectives noted their use of            

marketing automation require more developments to reach the tool’s full          

potentials. Comparing the responses, impacts of marketing automation evidently         

depend on a firm’s marketing practices. As emphasised by several experts, it is a              

tool that require marketers behind, it holds great potential but need commitment            

and resources to be fully exploited: “the tool is not the key, I think how you use it                  

and what is your strategy, it depends on your skills a lot as well”, said interviewee                

4. The industry consultant added companies must be aware “it’s not just pressing             

a button” and it involves change management which can be “a pretty big process”.              

He said: “It takes about a year for them (companies) to understand what they have               

bought and maybe one to two years to create the competence in their own              

organisations to really utilise it … those companies that actually manage to do it              

they have a chance to get that competitive advantage at some point.” 

 

5.3 Marketing automation’s functionalities and their benefits 

 

These marketing capabilities are mentioned according to how frequent they were           

mentioned in the experts’ answers. When were asked to name the core            

functionalities of marketing automation, all the experts noted campaign         

management, analytics, and integrations; six of them emphasised lead         

management while only five included content creation. From the research data,           

sub-features were identified for three of the five main functionalities as seen in             

Table 2. 
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Table 2: MA’s functionalities mentioned by number of interviewees 

Core functions No. Sub functions No. 

Campaign management 7 

Segmentation and targeting 7 

Campaign workflow/automation 6 

Behavior-based triggers 4 

Personalise 4 

Campaign statistics  2 

AB testing 2 

Analytics 7 
Data consolidation, analytics and reporting 7 

Behavior tracking 5 

Integration 7 
 

Lead management 6 

Lead nurturing 5 

Lead scoring 5 

Lead capturing 3 

Content creation 5 
 

 

All of the identified functions were covered in the reviewed literature (section            

3.2.3), however, only creation aspect of content management (Ramos 2009, Buttle           

& Stan 2015, Digital Marketing Depot 2015) was spotted in research interviews.            

On the contrary, a sub-function of campaign management, AB testing, which           

appeared in two interviews was not featured in literature section. Following           

contents address each function and its benefits from the experts’ perspectives  
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5.3.1 Campaign management 

 

Campaign management was the first to be listed as core functionality of marketing             

automation by all marketers. At least three of the represented companies reported            

they mainly use marketing automation for email marketing campaign thus far.           

They stated campaign is used to send messages to prospects and customers, with             

contents ranging from news, monthly updates, to event and webinar invitations.           

Several specific features were listed as part of campaign management by the            

experts, including segmentation and targeting, campaign workflow,       

behavior-based triggers, personalisation, campaign statistics, and AB testing. The         

most common feature among all responses was the ability to deliver targeted            

contents to segmented groups of audience. They indicated being able to           

segment their target groups faster and design marketing campaign accordingly          

had lead to increased efficiency.  

 

Campaign workflow is another highly appreciated function among the         

interviewees. The industry consultant commented workflow might be the most          

commonly used function. Both him and interviewee 4 sees workflow at the heart of              

marketing automation. Interviewee 4 explained building a campaign is not about           

one single message but a flow of messages with triggers to separate different             

paths of buyer journey. This, although requires planning from marketers at first,            

allows them to utilise automation later on, as implied by three of the interviewees.              

Since campaign workflow delivers messages automatically according to        

predetermined attributes and schedules, it enables firms to “be present in real time             

and react intelligently to the specific needs of individuals” - the industry consultant.             

Related to the industry consultant’s statement is behavior-based triggers which          

were highlighted by more than half of the respondents. When designing a new             

campaign, marketers can determine different message paths based on not only           

segmentation but also individual’s behaviors. A practical example of how triggers           

are used is given by interviewee 5: “After someone downloaded our ebook, they             

will get an email three days later asking them if they want to have a free                
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consultation about (product).” Further, the ability to personalise message content          

was framed as essential to four experts. Few interviewees confirmed seeing           

higher engagement in messages with personalised content e.g. using sales          

person’s name as sender.  

 

From monitoring and measuring perspectives, two respondents referred to         

campaign statistics in marketing automation as being more advanced than          

traditional method, allowing them to follow campaign progresses and react quickly.           

Although others did not mention this directly, they all have implied marketing            

automation’s ability to track and measure campaign results, metrics such as open            

rate and click through rate was acknowledged by the experts. AB testing was             

another function recognised by interviewee 1 and 4, they both confirmed their            

organisations utilise testing to better their campaign designs and contents. AB           

testing is essentially to create multiple versions of the same message and send             

them to small sample groups of audience. Based on the test results, the better              

performed version is consequently delivered to remaining targets. Thus, this helps           

marketers to determine the most engaging communications messages and flow to           

their prospects and customers. 

 

Campaign management has been used by the experts to elevate communications           

with both prospects and existing customers, this confirms Buttle and Stan’s           

statement (2015) that campaign management can support both customer         

acquisition and customer retention (section 2.2). The industry consultant         

suggested campaign management can be used to deliver timely and relevant           

contents to existing customers to keep them up-to-date and essentially more           

engaged. Similarly, interviewee 5 indicated targeted messaging can increase         

customer’s happiness as they no longer receive spamming messages. The          

industry consultant added firms can leverage their contents and target existing           

customers to enhance customer experiences. These points and aforementioned         

benefits of campaign management functions reveal great potentials of marketing          

automation for customer retention.  
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5.3.2 Analytics 

 

Analytics were addressed by all the interviewees as a core feature of the product.              

The most common topics under analytics are data consolidation, data analysis and            

reporting and behavior tracking. Regarding data consolidation, two experts         

emphasised marketing automation’s ability to consolidate data from different         

channels (e.g. social media, website, other analytic tools) and allow marketers to            

review them at one place. In his interview, the industry consultant highlighted this             

ability to manage data can lead to better customer communication, since data            

possession allows firms to “intelligently react to anything that happens or target            

any kind of marketing based on parameter that they have set”. Majority of the              

experts mentioned analytics in relation to campaign management, as marketing          

automation tools provide reporting metrics to evaluate campaign performances.         

Interviewee 4 and 6 both gave example of using analytics to tweak their             

campaigns for better results based on what worked and what did not. Meanwhile             

interviewee 1 stressed analytics also provide relevant statistics to support decision           

making process and direct marketing activities. It is worth highlighting that three            

experts admitted not fully utilising analytics due to lack of integration or data             

quality issue. Another marketer, interviewee 2 confessed relying on another tool           

for analysis than marketing automation platform. The industry consultant explained          

firms’ utilisation of analytics depends on their knowledge level and is also matter of              

choice. He implied firms which use marketing automation at tactical level are less             

likely to fully utilise the tool compare to those commit strategically.  

 

Behavioral tracking is an attribute listed under analytics in this study. Five of the              

seven marketers addressed behavior tracking directly as a valuable capability for           

their firm. The interviewees indicated behavior tracking in two main context:           

following visitor’s activities on websites and individual’s behaviors in responses to           

communications messages. Interviewee 3 stressed the distinction of behavior         

tracking in marketing automation as following digital traces of individuals rather           

than of the masses as in preceding tools. With this function, the marketers             
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confirmed to gain more insights on the person’s interests and preference.           

Marketing can use these insights to communicate more relevant messages, and           

“when align this knowledge with sales, if sales call client or prospect they can              

understand what kind of content this person he is about to call has consumed so               

he can relate more to the customer, because he knows what kind of information              

the client knows/interest in based on their behaviors on the website.” - Interviewee             

3.  

 

Data consolidation, analyses and behavior tracking, as said, have potential to help            

companies understand their customers better. The findings ensures what previous          

authors highlighted on the power of data (section 2.2, 3.2.3): understanding           

customers is not only useful for more effective communications, but also can            

leverage up/cross sales opportunities as both marketers and sales are more           

aware of customer interests and needs for new services. As the industry            

consultant indicated, the analytical aspect of marketing automation can help firms           

to “understand the market ... understand who’s out there, what they are interested             

in, what they represent”. With analytics, executives can gain further control over            

their process and able to make fact-based decisions to improve their marketing            

strategy and approach when aiming to create quality experiences for customers.  

5.3.3 Integration 

 

Integration with CRM system was a topical issue throughout the interviews. As a             

common practice in B2B sector, the represented companies all have a CRM            

system where customers data are stored and managed mostly by sales personnel.            

The experts from these six companies asserted the seriousness of integration           

between marketing automation and CRM system. Interviewee 5 gave examples of           

how integration can benefit sales “when our key account manager meet a            

customer, he can quickly check what kind of content this customer has consumed             

and maybe he would know if the customer is interested in a new service and they                

can discuss that” , and marketing: “ we should be able to take contact directly from              

CRM when creating a new campaign in marketing automation”. Sharing this point,            
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interviewee 2 demonstrated using synchronised customer data to deliver         

automatic campaign and better targeting up sales messages. 

 

A predominant issue surfaced in five of the seven responses, as mentioned in             

section 5.2.3, is incomplete integration due to lack of systematic synchronisation           

and low-quality data. Interviewee 1 reported the incompatibility between systems -           

“it (CRM) was built in different way which didn’t support MA system so well” - and                

the noticeable gap in his customer data due to “sales didn’t do their job properly”.               

This is not a unique case, other experts confirm lack of integrations causing             

inefficiency in their organisations. Three of the interviewees specified manual work           

of transferring data as temporary solutions for their teams. On the bright side,             

interviewee 3 suggested integration can be done gradually and companies can           

see results from marketing automation without full integration. However,         

interviewee 4 stressed complete integration is necessary to harness full benefits of            

the technology. Besides separated solutions, some vendors provide marketing         

automation with native CRM integrations or even all-around tool that support both            

marketing automation and CRM - as referred to by the industry consultant. Native             

integration or all-in-one approach are more convenient and quicker to elements.           

This benefit was demonstrated in interviews with the six end-users; the marketer            

most confident about his customer database is the one who use an all-around tool.  

 

Integration, in this case, can be defined as the bridge that connect sales and              

marketing systematically. As addressed by the interviewees, having a         

synchronised database can empower both marketing and sales activities to          

nurture customers and promote up/cross sales opportunities. CRM integration is          

the foundation for other functionalities; the benefits of campaign management and           

analytics mentioned in previous sections cannot be fully accomplished if          

integration between these systems is missing.  

5.3.4 Lead management 
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The activities classified as lead management were recognised by six of the seven             

interviewees as core function of marketing automation. The three elements as           

identified in section 3.2.3 of literature reviews were all addressed in the research             

data. Among which, lead nurturing and lead scoring were both noted the most by              

five experts; following by lead capturing highlighted in three responses. Lead in            

this context is understood as both new prospects and existing customers, as the             

goal is to convert for the first purchase or repurchase and up/cross sales. Although              

only directly mentioned by five experts, the idea behind lead nurturing was valued             

by all the marketers. The industry consultant affirmed lead nurturing is often the             

starting point for many organisations: “they get into sort of lead nurturing part, how              

they use email to attract new clients into their environment or to reach out to               

current clients so they use email marketing for that”. The end-user experts            

confirmed they deliver nurturing messages through automation to convert new          

leads into customers and to sell more to existing customers. Nurturing in practices             

is sending relevant contents to individuals based on previous behaviors to boost            

their interests in certain topic. The marketers asserted gaining more sales-ready           

leads as the result from lead nurturing, which can consequently lead to shorter             

sales cycles. Despite being an elementary function in marketing automation, few           

of the interviewees noted their organisation should invest more time and           

commitment into lead nurturing process and strategy.  

 

Lead scoring was highlighted as enabling marketers to measure the readiness of a             

given lead. The experts confirmed with marketing automation they can set           

attributes and goals to evaluate if a lead is interested, thus able to decide when               

the lead should be handed to sales. Focusing on more sales-ready leads in             

follow-ups was implied as more effective and resourceful according to the           

responses. The industry consultant added for customer retention, lead scoring can           

be used to monitor how active a customer is, i.e. customer engagement. It is              

noteworthy that despite recognising the benefits of lead scoring, half of the            

end-user marketers had not utilised the function due to lack of time or resources.              

The industry consultant suggested lead scoring often falls into the second stage of             

marketing automation implementation after organisations have practised lead        
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capturing and nurturing. Lead capturing, the first step in lead generation process,            

was only addressed in three of the interviews. Lead capturing, also referred to as              

lead gathering, means companies can follow the digital footprints of individuals           

online and gather contacts of those who show interests in their products or             

services, e.g. with sign-up forms. The straight effect of lead capturing is in higher              

number of new contacts, which is more relevant for the purpose of acquiring new              

customers. 

 

As suggested by Buttle and Stan (2015) (section 2.2), lead management primarily            

can help companies to gain new prospects, and marketing automation’s impact on            

lead generation overall was indeed appreciated by the experts. Further, it appears            

the marketers also use lead management to nurture existing customers and           

treating them as leads for up-sell and cross-sell campaigns. Although not fully            

implemented by all the represented companies, impacts of lead management were           

indicated in the interviews including higher number of leads and sales-qualified           

leads, more engaged customers, and increased sales efficiency. This signifies          

potential of the functionality in not only customer acquisition but also retention. 

5.3.5 Content creation 

 

The number of remarks on the linkage between content marketing and marketing            

automation among the interviews, as discussed in section 5.2.3, confirmed the           

reviewed literature particularly of Järvinen and Taiminen (2015). Comparing to the           

extensive range of content capabilities listed by the industry and academics (see            

section 3.2.3), only content creation surfaced in this research data. Furthermore,           

although the importance of content creation was greatly discussed by most of the             

interviewees, how it acts as a marketing automation function were briefly noted in             

five responses. When speaking of marketing automation as content creation tool,           

the experts mentioned several common types: email templates, landing pages and           

forms. These types were used as part of marketing campaigns, which companies            

leverage to boost customer interactions and engagements. Interviewee 4 said that           

with marketing automation, his team was able to create content faster. On the             
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other hand, interviewee 6 confessed that his content planning is not part of             

marketing automation and interviewee 5 stated using another system for content           

management.  

 

Observing all the aforementioned functions, AB testing as mentioned in section           

5.3.1 is somewhat relevant to content management, as the feature allow           

marketers to evaluate and alter contents for best results. This capability of testing             

and comparing multiple versions of the same content is noteworthy, however was            

only recognised by two interviewees. All in all, despite the relevance of content to              

marketing automation, the expert opinions showed limited usage of content          

capabilities in B2B organisations. The research data was unfortunately unable to           

unveil the benefits of designing, creating, monitoring and maintaining contents with           

marketing automation. At most, it was suggested that the function allows           

marketers to produce content faster and more effective with systematic testing.  
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6 DISCUSSIONS 
 

The research results reveal answers to three key issues: factors and strategies            

influencing customer retention in B2B organisations, the role of marketing          

automation for B2B marketers, and the core capabilities of marketing automations           

and their benefits for managing relationship with customers. This chapter reflects           

upon these core findings and draw conclusions on how marketing automation can            

elevate customer retention. Later, the overall business effects of the technology           

are analysed in order to determine the justifications for its implementation. A short             

summary of all research results is provided in the last section of this chapter. 

 

6.1 Marketing automation for customer retention 

 

The research results, particularly as discussed in section 5.2.4, reveal marketing           

automation does not have disruptive impacts on customer retention in B2B           

organisations. For the respondents, it is obvious that customer retention was not            

their primary goal of implementing marketing automation (section 5.2.1), and most           

of the firms are not using the tool to retain customers at a strategic level. However,                

considering the experts comments on its influences (sections 5.2.4) and functional           

benefits (section 5.3), marketing automation can be used to enhance aspects of            

customer relationship which consequently raise retention in the long-term. Based          

on research findings, this section analyses the potential of marketing automation’s           

functionalities for retaining customer at tactical level. For the different retention           

factors and strategies, companies can utilise marketing automation to increase          

customer satisfaction, relationship commitment, and trust through personalised        

communications, creating bonds, increasing engagement, further monitoring       

relationship, providing smoother customer care and delivering added values.  

 

Personalised function in marketing automation’s campaign management       

contributes as a mean for firms to communicate generic messages to individuals            

at personal level. The relevance of personalisation in communications with          
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customers is recognised by both academic authors (section 2.4) and the research            

participants (section 5.1.2). Simple example of personalisation, as given by the           

interviewees, is to send marketing messages on behalf of sales or key account             

managers directly to individual customers. Analytics capabilities help tailor the          

contents customers receive to fit their needs, interest and individual behaviors;           

allowing the messages to be ever more personalised. Besides the personalised           

contents, delivering messages with marketing automation also ensures regular         

timely communications between customers and company’s representatives.       

Frequent communications with informative insights from company’s personnels        

can help firms strengthen their social bonds with existing customers. An           

integrated database on customers with advanced analytics, if utilised, can be           

extremely powerful for marketings and sales to bond with their clients at            

interpersonal level. With behavior trackings, companies understand not only         

customers business needs but also personal interests and behaviors, which are           

valuable bases for any bonding conversations, on or offline. Tighten customer           

bond is easily translate into higher relationship commitments, especially from          

affective commitment’s perspective. 

 

Besides uses in personalisation and bonding strategy, campaign management is          

obviously most effective to engage customers with a brand. As mentioned in            

section 5.3.1, audiences are more likely to engage with marketing messages           

which are better targeted and based on individual’s behaviors. Most of the            

research interviewees confirmed utilising campaign management to deliver        

engaging contents to both their prospects and clients (see section 5.1.2). In            

addition to direct engaging contents such as blogs and articles, marketing           

automation campaign is an outlet to support other types of campaigns including            

events and webinars. Analytic allows marketers to select contacts who are most            

likely interested in certain events, whilst creating events to serve new interests            

surfaced from customer data. With the ability to create landing pages and sign up              

forms, marketing automation campaign allows firms to collect and confirm the           

interested leads. Further, marketers can use lead scoring to monitor engagement           

level of their existing customers. Similar to evaluating if a lead is sales-qualified,             
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firms can create attributes to measure and compare activities of their clients, from             

which to decide if a customer is ready for up sales opportunities. Elevating             

customer engagement using these automation functionalities can boost        

customer’s connection to a brand and eventually lead to higher relationship           

commitment - as recognised in literature (section 2.4) and by the experts (section             

5.1.2). 

 

Monitoring relationship with customers is evidently more efficient with         

marketing automation, if implementation is done adequately. As highlighted in          

research results, CRM integration is critical for data transfer among systems and            

departments. As expressed by the research participants in section 5.2.3 and 5.3.3,            

lack of integration and poor data quality can cause inefficiencies and inaccuracies.            

Although, companies can take a gradual approach toward CRM integration and           

still able to see positive impacts. Integrated database means customer information           

is shared and communicated throughout the marketing and sales chain, enabling           

the necessary cross-functional alignment in the modern B2B organisations.         

Furthermore, analytics can provide real-time data on customers at individual level,           

allowing marketers to follow, track and react fast to any occurrences. Lead            

scoring , as mentioned in section 5.3.4 enables marketings and sales to assess a             

customer’s level of interests and engagement continuously, thus is another          

essential part of monitoring relationship with customers. Altogether, marketing         

automation can ultimately facilitate monitoring customer relationship, however it         

requires integration to be fully utilised.  

 

Customer care , on the other hand, is controlled primarily by other elements than             

marketing communications. However, segmentation and targeting in marketing        

automation can ensure better experiences for customers throughout different         

interaction points as spam and irrelevant contents are avoided. Similarly          

providing customer added values is a strategy that greatly dependent on a            

firm’s strategic approach, regardless marketing automation is a mean for          

companies to deliver their added values more effectively. Although three types of            

added values were mentioned in the literature review (Buttle & Stan 2015), the             
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research results show a different perspective from the B2B experts (section 5.1.2).            

Comparing to promotion, community and exclusivity, knowledge and educational         

insights appeared significantly more often in the interviews. Their answers suggest           

information - as intangible value - can satisfy the inquisitive customers while            

establishing a firm’s position as industry expert. This closely relates to content            

marketing - a accompaniment concept that was greatly emphasised in the           

research findings. Knowledge in the form of marketing contents is an effective way             

to showcase industry understanding and technical knowledge, and to establish a           

firm as thought leader. Thus, strategically companies can utilise such intangible           

value to raise their brand reputation and trusts from customers and prospects.            

Considering both customer care and added values as retention strategies,          

marketing automation - although does not contribute directly - is a systematic tool             

for realisation of said strategies.  

 

As discussed above, marketing automation’s functionalities can contribute to         

various customer retention strategies to certain extend. At large, the technology           

ensures better marketing communications. More effective communications with        

customers mean higher productivity and more satisfied customers. With the          

support of different features, marketers are able to convey engaging contents           

systematically and strategically. As observed from this study, marketing         

automation is a tool that accommodate different marketing activities and its           

potentials for retention is apparent. As said, it should be guided by a strong and               

suitable strategy. Outcomes from the marketing technology, particularly on         

customer retention, is most likely realised in the long-term, which means           

companies must commit and remain patient in their practise.  

  

6.2 Business effect of marketing automation 

 

This section interprets the research outcomes to determine justifiable reasons for           

companies to adopt marketing automation considering the different impacts it may           

have on businesses. While considering the potential benefits, companies must pay           

attention to the required capabilities and expected challenges as they can be            
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deciding contributors in implementing the new technology. Results from section          

5.2 confirms marketing automation’s role as an enabling tool for marketers. Similar            

to Biegel’s marketing automation workflow (2009) (section 3.2.2), the research          

results suggest that marketers can use the technology to manage the whole            

customer journey, from customer acquisition and retention. However, the research          

reveals firms are more likely to focus on customer acquisition as an initial goal              

before retention since enhancing lead generation process is a common motive to            

use the tool. The industry consultant drawn a practical process of marketing            

automation implementation is first aim to generate new leads, then raise           

up/cross-sales from existing customers, and finally elevate the whole customer          

experience. 

 

Several benefits of marketing automation suggested by Buttle and Stan (2015)           

(section 3.2.1) were also reassured, including increased marketing efficiency and          

productivity, enhanced responsiveness, advanced marketing intelligence, better       

customer experience, and higher customer engagement. The gain from targeting          

individuals as listed by Jävinen and Taininen (2015) was also highlighted in this             

study; particularly in term of content customisation. From customer relationship          

management, a consequential effect of adopting marketing automation is better          

communications with customers. Structurally, adopting automation technology can        

motivate different departments to work closely together to achieve the necessary           

alignment in the digitalised market as professed by academic authors (section           

3.1.2). Financially, the research participants acknowledged the tool’s profits,         

however this study was unable to find concrete evidence of monetary gains in             

most of the case companies. Positive effects of marketing automation are           

indisputable, ranging from improving marketer’s daily operations to enhancing         

firm’s relationship with customers, to structural and financial profits, which are           

qualified bases for executives to prove implementation of the tool. However, the            

research results revealed factors to be considered before committing to the           

automation technology. 
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Despite the potential interests, firms should not follow marketing automation as           

part of a trend but should measure its compatibility up to strategies and             

capabilities. Several requirements from companies are listed as necessary when          

planning to adopt the new technology (section 5.2.3). As the industry consultant            

emphasised, firm’s executives must consider their strategic approach and the          

position of marketing automation in their organisations. The technology can be           

implemented either at tactical or strategic levels, but not determining its           

significance risks disappointment and financial waste. Furthermore, new resources         

including personnel, time, commitment and new skill sets appear to be imperative.            

Another paramount element is adapting to a modern marketing approach best           

suited automation. Shifting from mass to target, from outbound to inbound, and            

from traditional to digital marketing, these all describe the new approach that            

marketers must embrace when thinking of marketing automation. When evaluating          

the business benefits of marketing automation, these necessary requirements         

must be taken into consideration.  

 

It is apparent from the research responses that the presented companies were not             

able to taken full advantages of the technology. Comparing the end-users’           

responses to the consultant’s answer, organisations are evidently struggle to          

adopt all the functionalities in their daily operations despite great potentials. Lack            

of time and resources, for planning, strategising and practical activities, appeared           

to be a common reason for deficiency. Without clear visions and objectives,            

companies are likely to face slow progress and missteps. Another major obstacle            

for companies is data quality, which often is a consequence of organisational            

practices. Customer data is a key that hold great power but often neglected in              

traditional businesses, which makes the transition to data-driven technology more          

challenging. As many vendors compete in marketing automation market, its level           

of complexity also raises which can be time-consuming and challenging for           

marketers. These challenges can cause demotivations and disappointment in         

marketers and top management. As mentioned by one of the interviewee, some            

marketers already see marketing automation as “just an expensive email          

marketing tool”.  
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This study has confirmed a number of prosperities companies could yield from            

marketing automation, as suggested in literature. Realistically, a firm’s specific          

justifications to use the tool is less straightforward depending on different           

influencing factors in its organisational settings. In order to harness full benefits,            

companies must first evaluate its business goals and strategies while prepare           

resources for changes brought by marketing automation. Being aware of the tool’s            

role in the organisation, either as tactical or strategic platform, is crucial. It is              

paramount to realise the establishment process can be time consuming and           

require commitment from other departments than marketing. Considering the vast          

amount of vendors, company’s executives should spend time to compare their           

options, as said by one of the expert: “they should know what are the              

functionalities they could have, what they can do, based on that choose what             

software providers they can do, as the cost really different.” Marketing automation            

is certainly not a quick fix, although some short-term results can be seen,             

substantial impacts are often brought by long-term investments.  

 

6.3 Summary of research results 

 

This section recaps the research key findings as discussed in chapter 5 and             

section 6.1 and 6.2. The core results of this study in relation to the research goals                

shall be found in following table. The five key topics are listed in the same order of                 

the research purpose (section 4.1), and particularly the research questions          

(section 1.2).  
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Table 3: Summary of research results 

Topic Summarise 

Retention 
determinants 
and strategies 

Factors influencing customer retention include product and       
service quality, relationship commitment, customer     
satisfaction and happiness and customer trust. These       
factors can have cause-effect relationship with one       
another, while simultaneously affect customer’s tension to       
retain in a business relationship.  

 
The common retention strategies of companies are       
creating bonds especially at social level; offering       
personalisation in product, services and communications;      
monitoring relationship with customers; focusing on      
customer engagement with marketing communications;     
delivering high level of customer care with dedicated        
resources; and providing added-values particularly through      
sharing valuable knowledge to customers. 

MA’s role in B2B 
organisation 

Most of the companies choose marketing automation to        
increase efficiency, to send better targeted messages, and        
to enhance lead generation process. However, it is        
recognised that marketing automation can be used to        
influence customers at all stages of their buyer journey.         
The marketers agree the technology can be used to help          
companies generate new leads and retain existing ones.        
Although in practise, firms often utilise marketing       
automation initially for lead generation purposes, releasing       
retention goals is placed in second stage and lastly is to           
enhance the customer experience as a whole. As a         
technology, marketing automation should be a complement       
to CRM system, and their integration is critical for quality          
performance.  

 
Marketing automation can be used at either tactical or         
strategic level, depending on the implementation of a firm.         
Regardless, it is a tool for daily operations that should          
support the firm’s strategies. Choosing to implement       
marketing automation should be a strategic decision in        
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order for companies to get the full benefits. It is a tool that             
require strong strategies and resources to perform.       
Besides monetary fee, companies need to invest time,        
human resources, new skills and commitment from       
marketing and other departments. For the technology to        
work, alignment among different business functionalities is       
needed strategically and systematically, especially     
considering integration of customer information. Traditional      
firms need to make organisational changes and switch to         
digital and content marketing approach to accommodate       
the technology.  

MA’s core 
functionalities 
and benefits 

Marketing automation’s five core functionalities are      
campaign management, analytics, integration, lead     
management, and content creation. Campaign     
management is a major function that includes several        
features: segmentation and targeting, campaign workflow,      
behavior-based trigger, personalisation, campaign statistics     
and AB testing. Campaign management helps elevate       
communications with prospects and customers to keep       
them engaged and happy with relevant content. Analytics        
refer to data consolidation, data analysis and reporting, and         
behavior tracking. These features make it easier for        
marketers to gather customer information and extract       
insights which can be used for more effective        
communications and better decision making. CRM      
integration is topical for the researched companies, having        
synchronised database can connect sales and marketing       
and benefit both greatly, however this function appears to         
be a bottleneck for most of the case firms. Lead          
management capability involved lead capturing, lead      
nurturing, and lead scoring; these features help companies        
to find and qualify prospects for new and up-sales more          
effectively. Content creation as part of marketing       
automation allows marketers to create and test different        
versions of their messages to find the most effective way to           
communicate with their audience.  

Use of MA for 
retention 

The research participants, although recognised marketing      
automation can be used for retention, admitted their own         
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organisations are not doing this at strategic level.        
Reviewing retention strategies and marketing automation      
functions, several practices are drawn for how the tool can          
support customer retention effort.  

Marketers can use campaign management and analytics to        
personalise communications with customers. Scheduled     
campaigns allows frequent communications and behavior      
trackings enables relevant contents which help increase       
the social bonds. Campaign, analytics, content creation,       
and lead scoring all support engaging customers and        
monitoring their engagement level. Complete CRM      
integration allows companies to monitor customer      
relationship at advanced level with integrated database.       
Automation functions can contribute indirectly in providing       
customer care and added values under the right marketing         
strategies. Marketing automation is particularly helpful in       
delivering content as added values to customers. Through        
these, companies can enhance customer satisfaction,      
relationship commitment and trust, which in turn can lead         
to higher retention.  

MA’s overall 
business effects 

Marketing automation is an enabling tool for marketers. It is          
proven to increase marketing efficiency; allowing marketers       
to plan ahead, work smarter, and react faster to         
measurable results. The tool has certain effects on sales         
results of the researched companies, but it does not         
transform the sales and marketing process. Even though it         
helps enhancing their customer communications, no radical       
change is made in the firms’ customer relationship        
management - particularly customer retention - with use of         
marketing automation. The technology can bring financial       
profit, however it is highly dependent on organisation’s        
strategies and practices.  

 
Not all companies are able to take full advantage of          
marketing automation due to common problems are lack of         
visions, strategies and resources. If not utilised, it can         
cause disappointment and financial waste. Before taking       
the tool in use, companies must review their business and          
marketing strategies, to decide if marketing automation is        
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suitable and what position it would have in the         
organisation. Management should dedicate resources, not      
only for its operation, but also for planning and strategising          
in advance. To avoid the critical problem with data quality,          
commitment and changes are needed from sales and other         
personnel. Marketers should compare their options from a        
number of vendors available in the market to select what is           
best for them. Significant results from marketing       
automation should not be expected from short-term usage,        
time period from one to two years is needed to master the            
tool. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper provides insights into the constructs of marketing automation and           

customer retention. Primarily, interesting findings are revealed regarding the roles          

of marketing automations, its functionalities and benefits. Equally important is the           

results on the different customer retention strategies employed by practitioners.          

Further, a relatively unfamiliar connection between marketing automation and         

customer relationship management, particularly customer retention, is examined.        

The outcomes of this, although less obvious, allows the author to draw            

conclusions and suggestions on how marketing automation can enhance firm’s          

retention effort.  

 

The study is of exploratory nature using primary qualitative data. It employs semi             

structured questionnaire which guided seven interviews with marketing experts         

from Finland. Out of the respondents, six people represent a case company where             

they had worked at, and one person provides answers from industry consultant’s            

perspective. All interviewees have experiences with marketing automation        

systems. The conducted interviews were recorded and transcribed into text and           

analysed using a five-step method developed by McCracken (1988). 

 

Existing literature contains noticeable research gap in the knowledge for the           

construct of this study. In contrast to being popular among practitioners, marketing            

automation receives underwhelming amount of interests in the academic scene,          

especially regarding its influences on the dimensions of customer relationship          

management. Although industry vendors market forcefully the impact of         

automation technology on supporting the whole customer life cycle, little of their            

claims have been examined in academia. This study attempts not only to help B2B              

companies to better understand the role of marketing automation but also to fill the              

gap in literature on this particular theme. Detailed contributions of this paper at             

theoretical and practical levels are further discussed in following content. 
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7.1 Theoretical implications 

 

This research explores a relatively new subject in academic studies. The           

emergence of marketing automation in B2B as a result of changing environment is             

evident from the research finding. The outcomes confirm existing literature’s ideas           

on several dimensions of the emerging technology including the benefits of           

marketing automation (section 3.2.1), marketing automation workflow (section        

3.2.2), and the core functionalities of the tool (section 3.2.3). Particularly this paper             

reveals the diverse role marketing automation can have in an organisation - either             

strategic or tactical tool - which can be determined by internal factors. Further, the              

research also implies the significance of business strategy and organisational          

changes in adaptation of the automation technology. The findings opens up new            

dialogs for future researches on how organisational factors can effectively alter the            

outcomes of marketing automation as a technological tool.  

 

In the young field of marketing automation, this paper adds exploratory values            

when examining its relationship with customer relationship management. Majority         

of the available researches explore the effect of marketing automation on the first             

part of the buyer journey - customer acquisition. Although the enabling factor of             

marketing automation for customer retention has been claimed by the industry, no            

academic studies have examined this matter in depth. Considering the significant           

of the two phenomenons in marketing literature, this paper can be perceived as             

one of the first steps in investigating an emerging theme. The research findings             

illustrate potential of marketing automation to support retention purposes,         

particularly at tactical level using the software’s functionalities. Despite confirming          

marketing automation can be used to support the whole customer life cycle, the             

outcomes indicate companies are unable to fully utilise the tool especially at            

strategic level. This paper outlines some deciding elements to avoid or overcome            

these obstacles; which future authors could use to model a strategic framework for             

implementing marketing automation. 
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7.2 Managerial implications 

 

This study provides insights into two relevant constructs in B2B, thus several            

implications can be outlined regarding both customer retention strategy and          

implementation of marketing automation. Regarding retaining customers, this        

studies highlighted factors and practical strategies companies could utilise and          

benefit from. The results confirms the connection between marketing         

communications and customer retention, it is important for companies to invest in            

communications when aiming for long-term business relationships.  

 

For the executives who are considering to adopt marketing automation, this study            

assures it is an enabling tool for marketers and the whole organisation. The tool’s              

capability to assist firms in monitoring the whole buyer journey is confirmed by the              

research results. With the right strategy, competence and execution, the          

automation technology can lead to significant performance and financial results.          

However, the research also reveals the required elements, strategical compatibility          

and potential obstacles which managers should consider before taking marketing          

automation into use. For firms who already employ the tool, the research might             

open up a dialog as to how they can progress. Advises from the research              

participants on marketing automation’s business effects also offer practical         

knowledge for concerning executives. 

 

Furthers, this studies presents in depth discussions on the core functionalities of            

marketing automation and their practical benefits. Marketers, in particular, can          

gain insights into the values and potential thresholds of each functions when            

navigating their options. Especially, the research outlines how the different          

features of marketing automation can support one’s customer retention efforts.          

Thus, practitioners can use some information here as base when planning and            

guiding the use of marketing automation in their organisations. For those who are             

uncertain of the tool’s value, the results helps confirm its potentials for retaining             

clients.  
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Overall, while demonstrates the possible improvements marketing automation can         

generate, this study exhibits a realistic view of its role in B2B organisations with              

challenges and missteps. Different tips and lessons can be found in the hope             

managers can make better decision when selecting and implementing the tool. 

 

7.3 Limitations and future researches 

 

Several limitation should be considered when interpreting the results of this study.            

First, all research interviewees are from Finland, thus the validity of research            

findings are tightened to the specific geographical area. Furthermore, the number           

of research participants are limited due to restricted scope and resource, hence            

generalisation of the research outcomes are constrained. Considering the lack of           

academic research on the topic, future researches can seek to replicate this study             

in different regions with a wider set of subject. Since this research was only able to                

include IT and service sector, business industry is another element which can be             

explored further. Marketing automation usage in specific industry or comparison          

among industries can be interesting themes for future researchers to examine.  

 

Readers of this study should also be aware that the research participants have             

experiences with different marketing automation systems, which might affect the          

research outcomes. Considering the diversity of marketing automation platform         

offered by market vendors, more researches are needed in discovering the role of             

specific system types based on level of complexity. The interviewees also had            

different level of knowledge with the tool, which is a potential reason behind their              

varied views. Further studies can draw distinctions among user groups by their            

practical roles and time-based experiences. This research has touched on B2B           

firm’s motivation to use marketing automation; however more could be researched           

on this topic including the relationship between firm’s motivation and          

implementation results, and the different impacts the tool may have when its            

usage is initiated by different functions in a company.  
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Despite being a well-studied phenomenon, this paper’s literature review illustrates          

the level of fussiness around the customer retention concept. The author created a             

generic framework based on previous literature that demonstrates different         

retention determinants and strategies. However, a structural quantitative study is          

needed to test the variables of this framework and their causal effect. A unified set               

of variables would be of use for future authors to study customer retention in              

relation to other constructs.  

 

This study inspects a relatively new field in academic literature: marketing           

automation’s relationship with the elements of customer relationship management.         

Many potential topics can be found of the same theme, such as the impact of               

marketing automation on customer acquisition, customer experience, or customer         

engagement; or the relationship between marketing automation and CRM system;          

etc. This paper reveals certain changes and requirements companies need to           

make when take the automation technology in use. More in depth studies are             

needed to draw a possible framework that guide companies through such change            

management. From the results, it appears companies are struggling with          

marketing and sales alignment with system integration is a prominent bottleneck           

when implementing marketing automation. Practitioners can truly benefits from         

guidelines which show them how to prepare and create the alignment from future             

researches.  
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Appendix 1 - Qualitative interview questionnaire 

 

Background information: 

Name and title; 
Organization name and product; 
Role in the organization (at the moment and in the past) and description of the job; 
Previous experience in marketing and customer relationship management. 
 
Customer retention: 

Background information 

1. What kind of customers does your organization have? 
2. How would you describe the types of relationship that your company has 

with its customers?  
3. What does a loyal customer mean to you and your organization? Do you 

believe that loyal customers bring any advantages?  
4. How important is creating customer satisfaction and customer loyalty for 

your organization and your staff? 
Strategy 

5. Why do you believe customers choose your firm over others? And why do 
your customers continue their business with the organization?  

6. Does your organization put effort on customer relationship to retain existing 
customers?  

7. What kinds of strategies and activities does your organization use to 
prevent customers from switching to other suppliers? (to create additional 
values to customers) 

8. How does the organization communicate with customers regarding 
feedbacks, dissatisfactions and promote offers? How are those needs or 
dissatisfactions resolved and how such information utilised? 

Marketing automation:  

Background 

9. How long have you been using marketing automation software? 
10.How would you define marketing automation with a few sentences? 
11.Why did your organization implement marketing automation solution? 
12.On what organizational level was the acquiring of marketing automation be 

made in your organization? (marketing department, IT-division, sales, or 
board decision?)  
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Role of MA 
13.Do you see marketing automation being a strategic information system or is 

mainly an operational tool? 
14.How would you position marketing automation in relation to existing 

sales-related technologies such as CRM or SFA?  
15.Do you see marketing automation as a tool to acquire new customers 

or/and also to manage existing ones? 
Changes  

16.What kind of changes in your processes and activities do you have when 
implementing marketing automation?  

17.Has using of marketing automation solution changed your marketing and 
sales processes? and how? 

Functionality 
18.What functionalities do you think are at the core of marketing automation?  
19.What functionalities are most utilized by your organization? 
20.How has those functionalities bring more benefits to your organization? 

MA for customer retention 
21.How have you used marketing automation to communicate with existing 

customers? 
22.How has the use of marketing automation influenced your customer 

relationship management, particularly with existing customers ?  
Business effects 

23.What do you think are the greatest benefits on using marketing automation 
for your organization?  

24.Can marketing automation help generate competitive advantage?  
25.How has the implementation of marketing automation visible on the income 

statement of your company? 
26. Has the implementation of marketing automation meet your initial 

expectations and goals? Is there any disadvantages in using marketing 
automation? 
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Appendix 2 - Functionalities offered by MA softwares by Buttle and Stan 

2015 

 

Marketing campaigns 
Digital and online 

marketing 

Strategic and other 

marketing 

○ Campaign management 

○ Direct mail campaign 

management 

○ Email campaign 

management 

○ Event-based marketing 

○ Trigger marketing 

○ Marketing optimization 

○ Telemarketing 

○ Lead generation 

○ Online marketing 

○ Content management 

○ Keyword marketing 

○ Search engine 

optimization 

○ Social media marketing 

○ Digital analytics 

 

○ Integrated marketing 

management 

○ Marketing performance 

management 

○ Marketing resource 

management 

○ Loyalty management 

○ Partner marketing 

○ Market segmentation 

○ Customer segmentation 

and selection 

○ Product lifecycle 

management 

○ Asset management 

○ Document management 

○ Marketing analytics 

○ Workflow development 
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